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Executive Summary
The deliverable provides a technical documentation of the SMARTSPACES system. The
architectural solution and specifications presented in the document is adopted by 11 pilot sites
across Europe. Starting from different initial conditions and diverse environments the
SMARTSPACES solution is implemented replicating a common architectural view and offering the
set of specification described.
Innovation triggered: The document provided technical documentation across eleven different pilot
implementations collecting the detail needed for easy replication. the A 4+1 architectural model is
adopted. This architectural model offer a global view on the entire building process focusing on the 4
different stakeholder view involved in the SMARTSPACES development: System Engineers, Product
Managers, Programmers and Final users. The common and standardised views also allows for
information collection across multiple partners and its analysis which will also become part of the 'Guide
for Replication'.

The 'Logical view' describes the system’s functional elements with a detailed description. A
Functional view is the cornerstone of most Architectural Descriptions (ADs) and is often the first
part of the system that stakeholders address. It drives the shape of other system structures such
as the information structure, concurrency structure, deployment structure, and so on. It also has a
significant impact on the system’s quality properties such as its ability to change, its ability to be
secured, and its runtime performance.
The 'Development view' describes the architecture that supports the software development
process. Development views communicate the aspects of the architecture of interest to those
stakeholders involved in building, testing, maintaining, and enhancing the system. UML language
is used.
The 'Deployment view' describes the environment into which the system will be deployed, including
capturing the dependencies the system has on its runtime environment. This view captures the
hardware environment that a system needs (primarily the processing nodes, network
interconnections, and disk storage facilities required), the technical environment requirements for
each element, and the mapping of the software elements to the runtime environment that will
execute them. UML language is used.
The 'Process view' describes how the system will be operated, administered, and supported when
it is running in its production environment. For all but the simplest systems, installing, managing,
and operating the system is a significant task that must be considered and planned at design time.
The aim of the process viewpoint is to identify system-wide strategies for addressing the
operational concerns of the system’s stakeholders and to identify operative roles in the system.
The Business Process Model Notation is used.
'Scenarios' describe how users interact with the system and how different systems interact with
one another. Each chain of steps, referred to as a use case, is matched with one process model.
Use cases are described by adopting the UML use case description language. Use cases connect
requirements and the implementation in the process view
Finally, the implementation is presented across all sites as an overview of the following the 4+1
structure. The Annex contains some material used to record the input gathered at the pilots and
can be re-used for replication. The instructions and experience gathered will be the basis for the
'Guide for Replication' to be developed as part of D8.4 containing, among others, a section on
technical detail and lessons learned.
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Acronyms

Acronym

Definition

ACC

Accessibility; non-functional requirement group

AD

Architectural Description

AN

Analysis; functional requirement group

AL

Alerts; functional requirement group

API

Application Programming Interface; Application Program Interface; Application
Programme Interface

AUD

Auditability; non-functional requirement group

B&C

Building and Central application

BE

Benchmarks; functional requirement group

BEMS

Building Energy Management System, see also BMS

BMS

Building Management System: is a computer-based control system installed in buildings
that controls and monitors the building’s mechanical and electrical equipment such as
ventilation, lighting, power systems, fire systems, and security.

BP

Building professional users

BPMN

Business Process Model and Notation

CEMS*

Centrally controlled EMS

CENF

Energy Factors

CEQE

Equivalent Factors Energy

CEQW

Equivalent Factors Water

CFR

Conversion Factors

CMMS

Computerized maintenance management system

CNF

Configurability; non-functional requirement group

CONF

Control factor; functional requirement group

CONU

Control unit; functional requirement group

CPRI

Prices

DBAD

Building Auditing Data; data requirement group

DCS

Data Collection Side

DDT

Data Types; data requirement group

DMED

Measuring Data; data requirement group

DMG

Measuring Granularity; data requirement group

DMI

Measuring Interval; data requirement group

DMU

Measuring Unit; data requirement group

DR

Data Requirements

DRA

Range; data requirement group

EDSS

Energy Decision Support and Awareness Services; a category for SMARTSPACES service
elements (PEDSS, SEDSS, VEDSS)
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EMS

Energy Management System; a category for SMARTSPACES service elements (CEMS,
LEMS, PEMS, REMS)

EMIS

Energy Management Information System

EDUF

Education Format; functional requirement group

EDUT

Education Topic; functional requirement group

EXT

Extensibility; non-functional requirement group

FOR

Forecasting; functional requirement group

FR

Functional Requirements

IOP

Interoperability; non-functional requirement group

LACC

Access; legal requirement group

LEMS*

Locally controlled EMS

LOBL

Measurement Obligations; legal requirement group

LPRI

Privacy; legal requirement group

LPRO

Protocols & Standards; legal requirement group

LPUB

Publication; legal requirement group

LR

Legal and regulatory Requirements

LREG

Regulation; legal requirement group

LSEC

Security; legal requirement group

NFR

Non Functional Requirements

OF

Output Format; functional requirement group

P

Professionals managing the building and / or it’s systems at site or remotely, one of the
target groups for EDSS

PE

Peak; functional requirement group

PEDSS*

EDSS for building professionals (e.g. energy/building manages)

PEMS*

EMS for Peak shaving

PER

Performance; non-functional requirement group

RE

Renewables; functional requirement group

REL

Reliability; non-functional requirement group

REMS*

EMS for Renewables (e.g. solar power, district heating)

S

Staff in a building such as regular office workers or teachers, one of the target groups for
EDSS

SB

Staff building users

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition. A system that can be a part of the building
automation system to store data and make set points to PLCs and RTUs. The system is
located in the Management level.

SCAL

Scalability; non-functional requirement group

SEDSS*

EDSS for staff building users

SMARTSPACES

Project acronym, referred to as ‘the’ SMARTSPACES service (singular) which is the
collection of singular and shared components and features independent of the pilot site.

SOA

Service Oriented Architecture

SOAS

Software as a Service

SP

Service Provider, company offering and running the SMARTSPACES service

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol. A protocol for data transmission
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over IP networks
UFS

User Facing Service

UML

Unified Modelling Language

V

Visitors of a building, one of the target groups for EDSS

VB

Visitor building users

VEDSS*

EDSS for visiting building users

VID

Visualisation Data; functional requirement group

VIF

Visualisation Format; functional requirement group

* A service component of SMARTSPACES which might not be implemented at all sites and / or feature lists
might differ.
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Glossary

Term

Definition

Actor

An actor is a person, organization, or external system that plays a role in one or more
interactions with a system.

Associations

Associations between actors and use cases are indicated in use case diagrams by solid
lines. An association exists whenever an actor is involved with an interaction described by
a use case. Associations are modelled as lines connecting use cases and actors to one
another, with an optional arrowhead on one end of the line. The arrowhead is often used
to indicating the direction of the initial invocation of the relationship or to indicate the
primary actor within the use case. The arrowheads are typically confused with data flow
and as a result their use is avoided.

Logical View

The logical view is concerned with the functionality that the system provides to end-users.

Deployment View

Describes the environment and topology into which the system will be deployed, This
view captures the hardware environment that the system needs, the technical
environment requirements for each element, and the mapping of the software elements
to the runtime environment that will execute them.

Development View

Describes the architecture that supports the software development process. Development
views communicate the aspects of the architecture of interest to those stakeholders
involved in building, testing, maintaining, and enhancing the system.

Process View

The process view deals with the dynamic aspects of the system, explain the interaction
between the activity of the system

Scenarios

An architectural scenario is a crisp, concise description of a situation that the system is
likely to face in its production environment, along with a definition of the response
required of the system

Conversion Factors

Conversion factors put units into relation taking national differences (e.g. definition,
values) into account.

Data requirement

The data requirements provide a detailed description of the data model that the system
must use to fulfil its functional requirements.

Functional
requirement

Functional requirements capture the intended behaviour of the system-or what the
system will do.

Legal requirement

Legal requirements (e.g. data protection) that also include regulatory and standard (e.g.
ISO) aspects of the system.

Non-functional
requirement

Non-functional requirements or system qualities, capture required properties of the
system, such as performance, configurability, accessibility, etc.-in other words, how well
some behavioural or structural aspect of the system should be accomplished.

Professional Users

Service users who have the job of managing energy in the building from city energy
managers to caretakers

Software
Architecture

The structure or structures of that system, which comprise software elements, the
externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them [Bass
2003]. "Externally visible” properties refer to those assumptions other elements can
make of an element, such as its provided services, performance characteristics, fault
handling, shared resource usage, and so on.

Staff Users

Building users who are employed to work in the building but are not building professionals

View

A representation of a whole system from the perspective of a related set of concerns [IEEE
1471]. A representation of a particular type of software architectural elements that occur
in a system, their properties, and the relations among them. A view conforms to a
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defining viewpoint.
View packet

The smallest package of architectural documentation that could usefully be given to a
stakeholder. The documentation of a view is composed of one or more view packets.

Viewpoint

A specification of the conventions for constructing and using a view; a pattern or template
from which to develop individual views by establishing the purposes and audience for a
view, and the techniques for its creation and analysis [IEEE 1471]. Identifies the set of
concerns to be addressed, and identifies the modelling techniques, evaluation techniques,
consistency checking techniques, etc., used by any conforming view.

Visitors

Other individuals who are in the building, frequently or rarely, for long or short stays, from
museum visitors to school pupils, crèche parents and hospital patients
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1

Introduction

This document provides documentation of guidance to the use of the services offered in
SMARTSPACES based on the input from the eleven pilot sites participating in the project. The
deliverable is entitled ‘The SMARTSPACES Service Specification (version 2)’ and comprises the
second iteration of a Common Framework and its application to the pilot sites. The documentation
is designed to allow for exploiting and utilising results at future pilots. D3.2 incorporates the work
that has been performed under tasks T3.4, T3.5 and T3.6 from the description of work package 3.
The following figure illustrates how the SMARTSPACES Service Specification is the result of input
and analysis from WP1 (D1.1 and D1.2), WP2 (D2.1), as well as the basis for the prototype testing
activities under WP4:
Exhibit 1 – Overview of technical work packages

The objectives for this document and throughout the deliverables in WP1, 2, 3 and 4 are to ensure
that a common format and consistent approach is used for the different steps of technical work,
including requirements identification and analysis, use case development followed by process
model development and system / service specification and architecture. For this to be achieved,
certain standards have been followed.
On the basis of extended pilot site descriptions and formalised requirements (see D1.1) and use
cases (see D1.2) for the SMARTSPACES services, the consortium has developed a Common
Architectural Framework for the SMARTSPACES service and each component of EDSS and EMS.
A study has been done for each pilot site in order to identify and gather the following:
 Custom pilot requirements and technologies as the basis for the pilot’s architecture: The
overall Framework (T3.4) has been extended and refined on the basis of results from the
first iteration. The approach has been reviewed for compatibility with the relevant standards.
Based on them, the most widely used functions with regard to energy saving in buildings
(e.g. benchmarking the consumption for a given space) have been selected. The aim is to
provide the technical bridge for future uptakes of the SMARTSPACES solution.
 Based on the set of service process models identified and reviewed by pilots as part of
WP2, User Facing Services (V.2) have been specified to run on in-building platforms
(T3.5).. The specification of the services has taken into account messaging and information
sharing requirements from the set of service process models.
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 Based on the set of service process models, Building and Central Applications (V.2) have
been specified to run on central platforms (T3.6).. The specification of the applications has
taken into account messaging and information sharing requirements from the set of service
process models.

1.1 Iterative approach
This document presents the results for the second of two iterations. The first iteration provided a
preliminary System Design Description overview. The second iteration improved the System
Design Description introducing detailed component description and a UML view of the system and
showing the application Mock-ups.
The iterative approach is explained in more detail in the Annex (see section 5.1).

1.2 Document structure
The specific pilot site information is presented in a separate chapter in order to make it more easily
readable. This enables the reader to check application details for a specific site if desired. The
pilot-site applications can be considered as instances of the integrated SMARTSPACES system.
The document is structured as follows:




Chapter 2 introduces the framework concept used. The adopted version, views and
stakeholders are introduced as part of the 4+1 model.
Chapter 3 introduces the Common Framework, explains what architecture is and the general
standards used to describe it. It also presents the SMARTSPACES Specification of Software
and Hardware.
Chapter 4 presents the implementation on pilot level.

The Annex supports the document with further granularity as well as pilot specific insights and
contains all service specification information that was collected for all pilot sites.
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2

Framework documentation

The Service Specification deliverable integrates the results of requirements (WP1) and process
models (WP2) as well as the experiences from prototype testing (WP4) which triggered
adjustments in hardware and design. This section introduces key terms, approach and standards
used to define a Common Framework summarising the input from eleven sites in one
SMARTSPACES solution.

2.1 Introduction
It should be noted that the document may refer to the SMARTSPACES Framework using synonyms such
as an architectural model (deriving from the fact that the Framework is based on an architectural model to
be introduced in detail below), architectural framework, or simply the Common Framework.

Architecture
According to Bass1, the software architecture of a system is the structure or structures of the
system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those
components, and the relationships among them. The IEEE recommendation2 defines architecture
as the fundamental organisation of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to
each other and to the environment and the principles guiding its design and evolution.
Software architectures are important because they represent the single abstraction for
understanding the structure of a system and form the basis for a shared understanding of a system
and all its stakeholders (product teams, hardware and marketing engineers, senior management,
and external partners).

Architectural Description
An architectural description provides a shared understanding of the architecture across a broad
range of individuals including developers, marketing, management and potential end-users. An
architectural overview is ideally produced early in the development lifecycle and serves as the
starting point for the development. An architectural overview should be at a high level of
abstraction.

SMARTSPACES Framework
Common Frameworks serve as guiding principles. The SMARTPACES Framework is the result of
experiences and feedback gathered by all pilot sites in the project. Coordinated standards and
reporting schemes helped to identify commonalities in seemingly different technical solutions
provided by entities from around Europe. By combining eleven different approaches, the Common
Framework ensures high applicability for other endeavours outside of the project and its lifetime.
To keep the SMARTSPACES Framework as a “generic” description (chapter 3), pilot-specific
implementations are documented in a separate chapter (4).

1

Bass L., Clements P. and Kazman R., Chapter 9 of Software Architecture in Practice, AddisonWesley, 1997.

2

IEEE 1471-2000™ Conceptual Framework
architecture.org/42010/cm/cm-1471-2000.html
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2.2 The SMARTSPACES 4+1 Adopted Model
The framework template structure provided for SMARTSPACES is based on the “4+1 Architectural
View Model” adapted to solve the specific challenges of the SMARTSPACES service.
The framework is structured according to the 4 views of the 4+1 view model of Kruchten3 and the
extended idea of Rozanski and Woods4.

2.2.1

The 4+1 Architectural View Model

Software architecture deals with abstraction, with decomposition and composition, with style and
aesthetics. To describe software architecture, a model is used composed of multiple views or
perspectives. A view is a representation of one or more structural aspects of an architecture that
illustrates how the architecture addresses one or more concerns held by one or more of its
stakeholders [IEEE 1471].
In order to eventually address large and challenging architectures, the proposed model consists of
five main views:


The logical view: the object model of the design, shows the functional requirements related
to the final user.



The process view: captures the concurrency and synchronisation aspects between the
stakeholders and the logical elements of the architecture.



The deployment view: describes the mapping(s) of the software onto the hardware and
reflects its distributed aspect.



The development view: describes the static organisation of the software in its development
environment.

 The scenarios: the description of an architecture — the decisions made — can be
organised around these four views and then illustrated by a few selected use cases.

3

Kruchten, Philippe, The 4+1 View Model of Architecture, IEEE Software, November, 1995. A version of this
paper is also available on line at: http://www.rational.com/uml/resources/whitepapers/.

4

Rozanski and Woods, 2005, Software Systems Architecture: Working With Stakeholders Using Viewpoints
and Perspectives
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Exhibit 2 – The 4+1 Model

The right-hand side of the 4+1 model, Development and Deployment view, targets hardware and
software. The left-hand side of the model, Logical and Process view and Scenarios, targets
service specifications.

Key benefits of 4+1 Model for SMARTSPACES
Using views to describe the architecture of a system benefits the architecture definition process in
a number of ways.


Separation of concerns: Describing many aspects of the system via a single
representation can cloud communication and, more seriously, can result in independent
aspects of the system becoming intertwined in the model. Separating different models of a
system into distinct (but related) descriptions helps the design, analysis, and
communication processes by allowing focusing on each aspect separately.



Communication with stakeholder groups: The concerns of each stakeholder group
typically vary, and communicating effectively with the various stakeholder groups is a
challenge. Using the view-points, different stakeholder groups can be guided quickly to
different parts of the AD based on their particular concerns, and each view can be
presented using language and notation appropriate to the knowledge, expertise, and
concerns of the intended readership.



Information collection across multiple partners and analysis: SMARTSPACES is a
large consortium. View classification permits easier management of the information
collecting process. Each pilot site can develop its own individual view. In each view it is
possible to analyse different configurations and summarise in a whole structure definition.



Management of complexity: Dealing simultaneously with all of the aspects of a large
system can result in overwhelming complexity that no single individual can possibly handle.
By treating each significant aspect of a system separately, the architect can focus on each
aspect in turn and thus help to manage the complexity resulting from their combination.

2.2.2

The SMARTSPACES 4+1 Adopted Model

The 4+1 model has been adopted to integrate all eleven pilot site architectures in a ‘Common
Framework’. The Framework captures the “as-is” situation of each individual pilot based on the
specified views using the standards agreed upon. Views are summarised as the SMARTSPACES
service in chapters 3 and 4. Individual pilot implementations are documented in chapter 4.
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Logical view
It describes the system’s functional elements with a detailed description. A Functional view is the
cornerstone of most Architectural Descriptions (ADs) and is often the first part of the description
that stakeholders try to read. It drives the shape of other system structures such as the information
structure, concurrency structure, deployment structure, and so on. It also has a significant impact
on the system’s quality properties such as its ability to change, its ability to be secured, and its
runtime performance.

Development view
It describes the architecture that supports the software development process. Development views
communicate the aspects of the architecture of interest to those stakeholders involved in building,
testing, maintaining, and enhancing the system. UML language is used.

Deployment view
Describes the environment into which the system will be deployed, including capturing the
dependencies the system has on its runtime environment. This view captures the hardware
environment that a system needs (primarily the processing nodes, network interconnections, and
disk storage facilities required), the technical environment requirements for each element, and the
mapping of the software elements to the runtime environment that will execute them. UML
language is used.

Process view
Describes how the system will be operated, administered, and supported when it is running in its
production environment. For all but the simplest systems, installing, managing, and operating the
system is a significant task that must be considered and planned at design time. The aim of the
process viewpoint is to identify system-wide strategies for addressing the operational concerns of
the system’s stakeholders and to identify operative roles in the system. The Business Process
Model Notation is used.

Scenarios
Describe how users interact with the system and how different systems interact with one another.
Each chain of steps, referred to as a use case, is matched with one process model. Use cases are
described by adopting the UML use case description language. Use cases connect requirements
and the implementation in the process view

2.2.3

From 4+1 model to SMARTSPACES Framework

Since each view is looking on the same final system, the description of the final outcome has to
start somewhere. The document is going to start with the Hardware focused architecture
(Development and Deployment views) first which will be followed by the Software focused service
specification (Logical, Process and Scenario views). The hardware is usually the limiting factor for
any service and determines, in part, the service specifications with underlying constraints of, for
instance, supported protocols etc.

Hardware architecture
The focus point of the documentation is the software structure of an energy management and
decision support service, i.e. SMARTSPACES. The Exhibit below depicts the relation between the
two views lies in the software structure. The software structure in turn is influenced by the
hardware configuration.
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Exhibit 3 – Relation between Deployment and Development

Service Specification
The SMARTSPACES Service Specification is split in two basic blocks, the User Facing services
and the Building and Central Applications.
The User facing services (UFS) are directed to users in order to provide effective means of
communication aiming to achieve more user awareness in the use of energy resources, with the
final objective to produce savings and reduce consumption. These services are principally Energy
Decision Support and Awareness Services (EDSS), but the messaging and the information sharing
in the developed services can also be involved in Energy Management Services (EMS).
The Building and Central applications, in other words the Back Office, are often invisible to the final
user. It is implemented in an internal interface within the web portal accessible for the system
administrator or service manager. The Back Office also provides the EMS addressed to the
building managers, the energy manager or the maintenance staff.
The description of User Facing Services and the Building and Central application can be explained
following the standard Model 4+1. This will be described with the Logical view, the Process view
and Scenarios.
Exhibit 4 – Model 4+1 User Facing Services

2.2.4

Connection between work programme and 4+1 Model

The following figure gives an overview of how other deliverables and activities from work packages
one, two and three help to build the 4+1 model.
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Exhibit 5 – Inputs used for the development of the Common Framework

2.2.5

SMARTSPACES-specific challenges

The challenge of the SMARTSPACES project is to address a heterogeneous set of needs of
numerous stakeholders involved in the project. For instance, the group of future users has a wide
range of IT-literacy ranging from professionals to elderly citizens visiting a public building.
Moreover, the framework is designed to cover a wide range of consortium constellations. For
instance, the public institution is the only party in Istanbul subcontracting very specific tasks while
in Moulins four partners have to coordinate their development work and on site. Stakeholders
representing, in part, a large number of individuals have to be approached at a given point in time
(e.g. focus groups) and / or coordinated throughout the lifetime of the project.

Multiple Stakeholders
“A stakeholder in software architecture is a person, group, or entity with an interest in or concerns
about the realisation of the architecture” [IEEE 1471]. For the SMARTSPACES project four main
stakeholder areas can be addressed that are involved in the development process of the system.
Process definition
Energy expert who needs a useful tool to analyse the energy results (Product Management).
Functional definition
External user who needs to be involved in the designing process. These kinds of functions are
developed by thinking how to show the results in order to influence the behaviour of the building
(Sociology, End-users).
Software Application
IT specialist, the one who is in charge of developing the Software Application (Programmer).
IT infrastructure
Implement the Data Collecting System (System and Hardware Engineer) and the communication
of the meter data to the central system.

Multiple partners
The entire stakeholder set is replicated across all the partners of the project. This issue introduces
further complexity when joining all the pilot sites’ information to define the commonality, i.e. the
Common Framework, so that it can be replicated by other stakeholders beyond the project
boundaries.
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2.3 Documentation Standards
Standardisation is achieved by using UML (Unified Modelling Language) to ensure consistency in
(use of) terminology at all stages and to prepare for prototype and on-site testing of the systems
and services developed at each pilot site against requirements, use cases etc. To ensure quality
and consistency across documents a standard process of architecture definition, namely the IEEE
1471-2000 completely accepted by de the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010, will be followed wherever
possible.
A first important standard in the field of software architecture and system architecture is IEEE
1471, an IEEE Standard for describing the architecture of a software-intensive system approved in
2000. This standard has been adopted by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and published as ISO/IEC 42010:2007, still identical to the IEEE 1471:2000. In 2006 a technical
committee of the ISO launched a revision of this standard, now published as ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010:2011.
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 establishes common terminology for architecture framework and specifies
requirements for standardization of frameworks.
Processes are to be documented using the Business Process Model and Notation [BPMN]. The
BPMN is has recently been approved as an ISO-standard [ISO/IEC 19510:2013].

2.4 Replication
All templates used to establish the documentation of the Framework are either presented in this
document or deliverables D1.2 and D2.1. This document will only fully describe templates directly
linked to this document.
A complete ‘Guide for replication’ will be written as part of WP8 (D8.4).
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3

The SMARTSPACES Framework

This chapter presents the documentation for the SMARTSPACES Framework using the 4+1
Model. Each view is documented in a subchapter. The approach towards documenting this
complex framework is explained in more detail in section 2.2.3.
The documentation starts with hardware focused Development and Deployment Views followed by
the software focused Logical and Process Views summarised by Scenarios.

3.1 Development view
This viewpoint is relevant to large information systems like SMARTSPACES that have some
element of development, whether it is configuring and scripting off-the-shelf software, writing a
system from scratch, or somewhere between these. The focus concentrates on features that are
architecturally significant. This view works as a starting point for the more detailed design work
that will be performed as part of the software development phase.
Exhibit 6 – Development View

A common design model has the following three important pieces:


A definition of standard design approaches that should be used when designing the
system’s elements. These emerge from the functional requirements and give an idea how
the subsystems might be implemented.

 The common design model is a partial design document, and as such, the notations it uses
are those of software design — usually a combination of text and more formal notation such
as UML.
 A definition of the common non-functional requirements across elements

Aspects covered by the development view
In order to present complete and useful information, in this section a complete set of modules and
components used in SMARTSPACES project is shown. This will enable the reader to have an
overall vision of the software structure and functionality, having useful information to decide the
best development options.
The structure is developed in order to describe layer architecture. A top down strategy is followed:
from a top level view each layer is described in detail showing:
 Needs: describe the principal needs that had to be satisfied by the layer.
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 Modules and components: mandatory conceptual boxes in charge of functionality.
 Technical suggestions: technical advices about the layer.

Notations and standards
Conceptual diagrams are used when working with a complex module structure to describe and
understand the dependencies between the modules in order to avoid ending up with a system that
is difficult and error-prone to maintain, build and release.
UML package diagrams help in the design of large-scale systems to organise and arrange model
elements and diagrams into logical groups, which allows managing a chunk of project data
together. Packages can be used to present different views of the system's architecture. In addition,
developers can use packages to model the physical package or namespace structure of the
application being built.
Non-functional requirements towards the user facing services comprise those general aspects of
the services related to qualities such as the appearance, data presentation, complexity, which are
not functional, but are very important for the successful performance of the services. Nonfunctional requirements have to be adapted as best as possible to the users population, cultural
level, the type of use of the information and the purpose of services.

3.1.1 Conceptual development diagrams
The energy management information systems, to which all the pilot site systems in
SMARTSPACES belong, have a particular architecture that enables them to provide different
EDSS and EMS. The services are based on metering of different energy forms, their allocation in a
database, data processing, and different services performed by a software application over the
data.
The figure below depicts a conceptual diagram of the SMARTSPACES architecture which is a
generalisation of the principal characteristics of all pilot site systems. It is representative of the
whole family of systems used in SMARTSPACES. Some of the pilot site systems have
implemented only some of the features of this general architecture, which are relevant to their pilotsite situation. The concept diagram is represented in layers grouping different functionalities. Each
layer is composed by functional and logical components that communicate through well-defined
interfaces.
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Exhibit 7 – Conceptual application architecture scheme.

In this architectural view the layers may be located on the same physical hardware, or they may be
on separate hardware components (tiers). The application consists of the following layers:


Presentation Layer: Contains the user oriented functionality responsible for managing user
interaction with the system.



Services Layer: This layer is used to provide services to other external applications.



Business Layer: This layer implements the core functionality of the system. It consists of
components that manage the different actions necessary for the performance of the EDSS,
EMS and system administration.



Data Layer: This layer provides the set of functionality to work and manage the data in the
databases and the functionality to allocate the acquired meter data to the databases
managing the TIME SERIES data.

The user can access the application through the Presentation Layer, which communicates directly
with the components in the Business Layer. The optional Service Layer provides connection to the
Business Layer with external systems that can consume or provide services to the system (e.g.
Analysis Provider that calculates some results for the application, for example meteorological
normalisation of the energy consumption).

Presentation Layer
The presentation layer provides the application’s user interfaces (UI). It is the front end of the
application and provides the user with the capability to view the data related to the EDSS and EMS
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offered by the system. It also permits to administrate the system and receive visual notification
about its operation.
Graphic interface of the application is visual presentation to the end-users. A good Energy
Management Information System (EMIS) needs to show data in a readable mode, in order to
facilitate the analysis to the energy managers, and the awareness to the visitors and occasional
users.
Exhibit 8 – Presentation layer components

Modules
In the software, 4 principal modules to work with are identified:
 Administration of the platform
 Energy analysis and relative visualisation
 System to communicate between the energy experts and the facility managers
 Independent module dedicated to the analysis using data invoices
Exhibit 9 – Presentation Layer modules description
Presentation Layer
Module name
UI Admin
UI Energy

Description
Implements the graphical interface with the browser
Contains all the presentations components related with the administration of the system.
Implements the graphical interface with the browser
Contains the components related with the Energy Information
Implements the graphical interface with the browser

UI
EnergyCoach

The Energy Coach module will use a specifics interface for the coaching and will use additional
notifications components.
Contains the components related with the communications with the users.

UI Invoice
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Components
The presentation layers components define in a more detailed way each administrative function.
Exhibit 10 – Presentation Layer components description
Presentation Layer

Device Administration

UI Admin
Browser UI
Device and Meter general administration

User Administration

Browser UI
Users general administration

Meteo Administration

Browser UI
Meteorological Data Administration
Meteorological Data Connections Settings

Elements Administration

Browser UI
Elements general administration
Elements : Provinces, Municipalities, Buildings

KPI’s

UI Energy
Browser UI
Visualization Components for the KPI’s
Chart Filters
Data Export

Comparative

Browser UI
Visualization Components for the energy period comparison
Chart Filters
Data Export

Tracking

Browser UI
Visualization Components for the basic energy tracking
Chart Filters
Data Export

Data Helper

Data Exhibits Components
Data Export components

Benchmark

Browser UI
Visualization Components for the KPI’s Benchmarking
Charts Filters
Data Export

Email

Internal message

UI Energy Coach
Browser UI
Emails standard text
Emails General Settings
Browser UI
Internal message system messages board
UI Invoice

Invoice Analysis

Browser UI
Invoice Audit

Cost Accounting

Browser UI
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Stored
Cost-Energy Consumption

Browser UI
Calculation cost-energy rate per period and loads.

These components are used to give the service EDSS and are related to the communication and
awareness aspects. Energy Coach Module is in charge of developing this objective. Another
interesting module is the invoice module: it provides information on how to relate the energy
consumption with the bill. It is a very big module that can be split in more components.

Technical Advice
The major challenge of developing the presentation layer is to find the correct balance between
information, clarity and effectiveness. This is a challenge coming from the non-functional
requirements relative to the usability. The most important technical comment to this layer is to pay
attention to the non-functional requirements and follow the standards of usability and
communication. The SMARTSPACES system for public buildings will face many and diverse
users, especially visitors, who need to easily understand the energy information that the system
shows in order to impact on end user behaviour.

Services Layer
This layer permits the communication with external applications. It contains software components,
which implement or operate on a service. The layer operates as a ’gate’ between the business
layer and the external world allowing exchange of information.
SMARTSPACES applications communicate over HTTP, as it is supported by all Internet browsers
and servers. The communication is accomplished by using SOAP 5 (Simple Object Access
Protocol), a simple XML-based protocol for exchange of information between applications over
HTTP. SOAP provides a way to communicate between applications running on different operating
systems, with different technologies and programming languages.
To implement the communication with external systems it is necessary to keep in mind the daily
needs of an EMS:


If necessary, communicate the consumption data



Develop specific API for displays



Develop specific API for Mobile application



Enable the software to communicate with external Computer Maintenance Management
System

Nowadays, the capability to communicate with external systems is fundamental for an EMIS.

5

http://www.w3schools.com/soap/default.asp
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Exhibit 11 – Service layer components

Modules
The modules defined in table 6 enable the system to satisfy the “Service Oriented Needs”.
Exhibit 12 – Service Layer modules description

Service Layer
Module name

Description

Data Export

Module that offer services of data export to external system

Display

Module that work and offer special services to the displays

Mobile Apps

Module of services dedicated to mobiles applications

CMMS

Computer Maintenance Management System

Data export, Display and Mobile Apps are essential in the functionality of many WEB systems.
CMMS is more peculiar than an advanced EMS. It is important that work orders can be sent to the
building staff. Generally, facility management companies use CMMS to control and schedule the
building management work. With this module the software is enabled to automatically send or
receive data information about the management status.

Components
The components described implement the minimum set of functions that are needed to enable
each module.
Exhibit 13 – Service Layer components description

Service Layer
Data Export
Access control
Data Retrieve

Access security
Web services
Retrieve energy data and auditing information

Display
Access control
Display data adapter

Access security
Web Services
Services adapted for display system

Mobile Apps
Access control
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Mobile applications services

Web Services adapted to mobile applications

Technical Advice
This layer enables SMARTSPACES to communicate with external systems. It also permits the
software to be included in a SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) system.
Each module defined must be developed as a web service6, keeping in mind W3C specifications.

Service Interfaces
This service feature provides a description of the services the system offers in order to deploy the
business layer on an external system or to expose the business logic using a web service.
The service interfaces include the following attributes:


Transport: This is the mechanism used to move service requests from the service
consumer to the service provider, and service responses from the service provider to the
service consumer.



Service Communication Protocol: This is the agreed mechanism that the service provider
and the service consumer use to communicate what is being requested and what is being
returned



Service Description: The agreed schema for describing what the service is, how it should
be invoked, and what data is required to invoke the service successfully

Using the Service Interfaces, the Application can communicate the results of an energy analysis or
simply add new functionality through communication with other applications.
The Service Interfaces can be used in many ways e.g. for exchanging building information, meter
data, energy analysis results or indicators for benchmarking, and CMMS communications.

Business Layer
The Business Layer’s role is to perform and coordinate the application processes: making logical
decisions and calculating EMS performance. The layer view is adapted to the functionality of the
SMARTSPACES systems (Energy Management Information Systems). It communicates with the
Data layer and prepares the results to be sent to the Presentation and Service layers.
The Business layer components’ main functionalities are presented in the figure below.

6

http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/
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Exhibit 14 – Business layer components
Admin

MDMS

Data Analysis

Notification

Invoice

DMS

Works Order

Invoice
Administration

Meter Data
Mapping

KPIs

SMS

Invoice
Analysis

Admin

Energy
Coaching

Device
Administration

Device Data
Mapping

Benchmarking

Email

Cost
Accounting

Export

Device

User
Administration

Validation

Comparative

Internal
Messages

Cost - Energy
Consumption

Meter
Administration

Estimation

Tracking

Alarm

Scheduling

Elements
Administration

Editing

Modelling

Alarm Agents

Operation

Exception
Management

Alarm Admin

Administration

Business Layer

CMMS

Device
Settings
Device
Control

Data Helper

Modules
The modules collected in this work package are defined in order to supply all the needs of the
presentation layer and service layer.
Exhibit 15 – Business Layer modules description

Business Layer
Module name

Description

Admin

General administration business logic

MDMS

Meter data management system business logic

Data Analysis

Data analysis algorithms and models

Alarm

Business logic rules needs to the alarm system

Scheduling

Scripts for scheduled tasks

DMS

Document Management System

Device

Device Management system

Notification

System in charge of send Notification Messages in several Formats

Invoice

Invoice Analysis system

Components
In the table below a complete collection of the components of each module collected in the work
package is shown.
Exhibit 16 – Business Layer components description

Business Layer
Admin
Device Administration

Business logic for managing devices

User Administration

Business logic for managing users

Meteo Administration

Business logic for managing meteorological data
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Elements Administration

Business logic for managing elements (e.g. organizations, buildings)
Data analysis

Modelling

Statistical energy consumption models

Profiles

Calculate consumption profile from model

Event detection

Automatically detect persistent events

Exception management

Manage log of events and anomalies

KPI's

Calculate the Performance indicator defined

Benchmarking

Calculate Benchmarking based on performance indicators

Comparative

Component in charge to compare different patterns consume and in different periods

Tracking

Simple energy tracking

Data Helper

Set of functionality in common used in the data analysis
CMMS

Works Order

Generate works order to facility manager

Energy Coach

In charge to generate advices for the coaching
Device

Device Setting
Device Control

Device data mapping
Device data connection
Device control
Device alarms
MDMS

Meteo Data Mapping

Business logic for linking elements to meteorological data

Device Data Mapping

Business logic for linking elements to Meter data

Data Validation

Business logic to Identify erroneous data

Data Estimation

Business logic to Estimate energy errors, o replace data

Data Editing

Business logic to edit data and save the changes or holes in the data
Notification

Email

Business logic to send messages in e-mail format

SMS

Business logic to send messages in SMS format

Internal Message

Business logic to send messages in the internal message system
Alarm

Alarm Agents

Component in charge manage the alarm definition an calculation
Invoice

Invoice Analysis

Business logic to audit invoices

Cost Accounting

Business logic to store economic results per building

Cost - Energy Consumption

Business logic to calculate cost-energy rates
Scheduling

Data Import

Schedule import data

operational task

Schedule operational tasks in asynchronous
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Technical Advice
When designing a business layer, the goal is to minimize complexity by separating tasks into
different modules of concern. Within each module, the components should focus on the specific
area, and should not include code related to other areas of concern.


Do not mix different types of components in a business layer. Use a business layer to avoid
mixing presentation and data access code with business logic code, to decouple business
logic from presentation and data access logic, and to simplify testing of business
functionality. Use a business layer to centralise common business logic functions and
promote reuse.



Reduce round trips when accessing a remote business layer. If the business layer is on a
separate physical tier from layers and clients with which it must interact, consider
implementing a message-based remote application façade or service layer that combines
fine-grained operations into a smaller number of coarse-grained operations. Consider using
coarse-grained packages for data transported over the network, such as Data Transfer
Objects (DTOs).



Avoid tight coupling between layers.



Keep in mind the cross-cutting functionality.



Base the design on patterns7.

Data Layer
The objective of the data layer is to provide data to the business objects without using databasespecific code. The benefit is that the data layer resides in its own assembly and exposes databaseindependent method signatures. It is easy to create another data layer with the same assembly
name and an identical set of method signatures that supports a different database.

Data Layer

Exhibit 17 – Data layer components

Data Access

Data Adapter

Service Agent

Data Helper

Data Access

Data Adapter
1

Service API

Time Series
Access

Data Adapter
2

Service
Setting

MDMS
Optimised
Function

Modules
Exhibit 18 – Data Layer modules description
Data Layer

7

Structural Patterns” in Gamma, Erich, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides. Design Patterns:
Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software. Addison Wesley Professional, 1995.
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Module name

Description

Data Access

Module to access data from various databases

Data Adapter

Module to convert data into common internal format

Service Agent

Module to provide a simple interface for data retrieval and storage

Data Helper

Module to provide common set of utilities between the modules

Components
Exhibit 19 – Data Layer components description
Data Layer
Data Access
Data access

Data application access component

Time Series Access

Data access component optimized for time series Data
Data Adapter

Generic Data adapter

Data adapters that enable to collect data in different formats
Service Agent

Device Setting

Services to connect with external data sources

Device Control

Setting services component
Data Helper

Meter Data Mapping

Helper functions optimised to access a Meter Data Management
Database

Device Data Mapping

Helper functions optimised to access a Meter Data Device information

Data Helpers and Utilities
Helper and utility components develop tasks that are common across data layer components, often
encapsulated in a library or framework so that they can easily be reused. This set of utilities
provide the base functionality to guarantee the VEE (Validation, Estimating, Editing) capability to
ensure that a utility’s business and regulatory process needs are met with a successful deployment
of the Data meter management system. Effective VEE should provide utilities with the ability to
create a host of standard parameter-based and user-defined algorithms, with full transparency and
reporting on the development of those algorithms

Service Agents
A service agent is an emissary that is used to handle a conversation with an external service. It is
responsible for inserting the adapted data coming from the Meter Data Service layer in the
application data model.

Technical Advice
This component provides data abstraction functionality. This makes the system independent from
the data collecting devices and the communication. The meter adapter structure adapts different
devices to the data model of the system. Service Interfaces allocate the meter data in the
database.
Exhibit 20 – Meter data abstraction

Required parameters are missing or incorrect.
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Cross Cutting Functionality
Many tasks carried out by the code of the application are required in more than one layer.
Crosscutting components implement specific types of functionality that can be accessed from
components in any layer.

Security
The security policy is concerned with authentication, authorization, secure communication,
auditing, and profile management.
Exhibit 21 – Security layer components

 Authentication: The adequate authentication strategy makes the application safe from
spoofing attacks, dictionary attacks, session hijacking, and other types of attacks.
The following should be considered when designing the authentication strategy:
o Identify the trust boundaries and authenticate users and calls across the trust
boundaries. Consider that calls might need to be authenticated from the client as
well as from the server (mutual authentication).
o Enforce the use of strong passwords or password phrases.
o If there are multiple systems within the application or users must be able to access
multiple applications with the same credentials, then consider a single sign-on
strategy.
o Do not transmit passwords over the wire in plain text, and do not store passwords in
a database or data store as plain text. Instead, store a hash of the password.
 Authorization: A good authorization strategy involves adequate granularity of data and
adapting it to the number of roles for which the services are designed. This implies an
identification of the trust boundaries and authorization of the users and callers across them.
Different possibilities are:
o Role-based authorisation: used to subdivide users into groups (roles) and then set
permissions on each role rather than on individual users. This eases management
by allowing administration of a smaller set of roles rather than a larger set of users.
o Resource-based authorization: sets permissions to determine access rights to the
resource. If resource-based authorization is used, the original caller must be
impersonated through the presentation layer to the business logic code that
accesses the resource.
o Claims-based authorization support federated authorization based on a mixture of
information such as identity, role, permissions, rights, and other factors. Claimsbased authorization provides additional layers of abstraction that make it easier to
separate authorization rules from the authorization and authentication mechanism.
For example, a user can be authenticated with a certificate or with
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username/password credentials and then pass that claim-set to the service to
determine access to resources.
 Secure communication: A secure communication strategy will protect sensitive data from
being read when passed over the network. Sensitive data should be protected if necessary
by identifying the caller. There are two fundamental areas of concern for securing
communications: transport security and message security. For maximum protection,
consider combining transport and message security techniques.
 Auditing: It is important to incorporate features for auditing of the log activity of the users of
the application. This will permit the analysis of the use of the SMARTSPACES service
applications and the evaluation of the provided services. It is desirable to record the use of
specific service components by the different user groups.
 Profile management is an important feature for management of the different user profiles
and the accessibility to specific parts of the application. The profile management should be
centralised and restricted to the application administrator. Less critical details of the user
profile may be available for modification by the user, e.g. email address, telephone number,
etc.

Communication
The communication policy defines how the components in an application will communicate with
each other. The communication policy covers issues such as communication synchronicity, format,
and protocol and these should be adapted properly to the planned services at the pilot-site.
Exhibit 22 – Communication layer components

The following consideration should be taken into account:
 Message-based communication should be considered when crossing physical or process
boundaries, and object-based communication within processes (when crossing only logical
boundaries). To reduce round trips and improve communication performance across
physical and process boundaries, design coarse-grained interfaces that communicate less
often but with more information in each communication.
 Where appropriate, consider exposing a fine-grained interface for use by in process calls
and wrapping these calls in a coarse-grained façade for use by processes that access it
across physical or process boundaries.
 If messages do not need to be received in a specific order and do not have dependencies
on each other, consider using asynchronous communication to avoid blocking processing
or UI threads.
 Consider using message queuing for later delivery in case of system or network interruption
or failure. Perform transacted message delivery and support reliable once-only delivery.
 Choose an appropriate transport protocol, such as HTTP for Internet communication and
TCP for intranet communication.
 Ensure the protection of messages and sensitive data during communication by using
encryption, digital certificates, and channel security features.
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Operational Management
Organizational policies define the rules that govern how an application is managed. The
operational management policy is concerned with the on-going, day-to-day running of the
application, and covers issues such as exception management, monitoring, business monitoring,
metadata, configuration, and service location, as in the figure below.
Exhibit 23 – Operational Management layer components

An overview of the main issues related to Operational Management is provided below.
 Exception management: The design of robust strategy for management of deviations, the
raising and handling of exceptions is critical for the performance and reliability of the
application.
The following should be considered:
o Design an appropriate exception propagation strategy that wraps or replaces
exceptions and consider including a context identifier so that related exceptions can
be associated across layers to assist in performing root cause analysis of errors and
faults. Also ensure that the design deals with unhandled exceptions.
o Ensure that a failure does not leave the application in an unstable state, and that
exceptions do not allow the application to reveal sensitive information or process
details. If correct recovery cannot be guaranteed, allow the application to halt with
an unhandled exception in preference to leaving it running in an unknown and
possibly corrupted state.
o Design an appropriate logging and notification strategy for critical errors and
exceptions that stores sufficient details about the exception to allow support staff to
recreate the scenario, but does not reveal sensitive information in exception
messages and log files.
 Monitoring: The choices made when deploying an application affect the capabilities for
managing and monitoring the application. Effective logging and tracing mechanisms should
be implemented which allows detection and troubleshooting of errors that might otherwise
be difficult to find. This will help to locate and focus on the faulty code when errors occur.
Log files should contain information that can be used to replicate the issue.
 Configuration management is important for the security and flexibility of the application.
Failure to design it properly can make the application vulnerable to a variety of attacks, and
also lead to an administrative overhead for the use of the application.
o Verify the need for each configurable setting, and provide the minimal configuration
options necessary to meet requirements. Excessive configurability can result in
systems that are more complicated, and may leave the system vulnerable to
security breaches and malfunctions due to incorrect configuration.
o Consider how to restrict access to configuration information.
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o Consider using least privileged process and service accounts, and encrypt sensitive
information in configuration storage.
o Categorize the configuration items into logical sections based on whether they apply
to users, application settings, or environmental settings. This makes it easier to
divide configuration when supporting different settings for different sets of users, or
multiple environments.
o Provide a separate administrative UI for editing configuration information.

3.1.2

UML Package Diagram

Each pilot site has some specific elements, but the general architecture can be shown in a layered
architecture. The layered pattern description adopted in SMARTSPACES shows a common
architecture of all applications across the pilot sites.

Common description
The SMARTSPACES Framework Architecture is represented by package diagrams which show
specific views of the system and describe logical and behavioural aspects of the system as a multilayered architecture, oriented to services.
SMARTSPACES is the large-scale organization of the software classes into packages (or
namespaces), subsystems, and layers. It permits organisation of the system into discrete layers of
distinct, related responsibilities.
Starting from a top level view, the package diagram is presented below, detailing the most
interesting architecture parts. The SMARTSPACES approach has been used in all 11 pilot sites.
Exhibit 24 – UML SmartSpaces Integration
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Top Level
Exhibit 25 – UML top level view
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Presentation layer
Exhibit 26 – UML Presentation layer

UI Energy detail
Exhibit 27 – UML Energy detail
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UI admin
Exhibit 28 – UML UI Admin

Energy Coach
Exhibit 29 – UML Energy Coach
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Services Layer
Exhibit 30 – UML service layer

A service is a public interface that provides access to a unit of functionality. Services are
attributable and can be accessed through a remote machine as well as through the machine on
which they are running. Services are message-oriented.
This layer enhances the Energy Information System opening the application to the Service
Oriented Architecture model:
 Each monitoring system can communicate results and share information
 The system is open to receive data from different Data Collecting Systems
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Business Layer
Notification - CMMS/BMS – Admin – MDMS – Invoice - Device
Exhibit 31 – UML Notification / CMMS/BMS / Admin / MDMS / Invoice / Device

Exhibit 32 – UML Business Layer
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Data Analysis
Exhibit 33 – UML Data Analysis

Data Layer
Exhibit 34 – UML Data Layer

Technical Advice
Common principles for designs that use the layered architectural style include:


Abstraction. Layered architecture abstracts the view of the system as a whole, while
providing enough detail to understand the roles and responsibilities of individual layers and
the relationship between them.



Encapsulation. No assumptions need to be made about data types, methods and
properties, or implementation during design, as these features are not exposed at layer
boundaries.



Clearly defined functional layers. The separation between functionality in each layer is
clear. Upper layers such as the presentation layer send commands to lower layers, such as
the business and data layers, and may react to events in these layers, allowing data to flow
both up and down between the layers.
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High cohesion. Well-defined responsibility boundaries for each layer, and ensuring that
each layer contains functionality directly related to the tasks of that layer will help to
maximize cohesion within the layer.



Reusable. Lower layers have no dependencies on higher layers, potentially allowing them
to be reusable in other scenarios.



Loose coupling. Communication between layers is based on abstraction and events to
provide loose coupling between layers.

Data treatment
Energy Management Information Systems are large scale systems. Large amounts of data will be
used and saved in the system. It is possible to divide the data in two main categories:


Application data: all the data used in the system that are not in time series format.



Time series data: “A sequence of numerical data points in successive order, usually
occurring in uniform intervals”, these data are produced by sensors and meters.

Application data are accounted for in the standard system.
To deal with the time series data a specific package is defined that includes an important and
complex system (MDMS) to manage the meter data. When a MDMS is developed it needs to take
in consideration the use of proprietary systems like Dynamat (used by the Leicester pilot site) or
choose technology that can give better performances and assure the integrity and scalability of the
data. TSDS (Time Series Database Server) is a software system that is optimized for handling time
series data, arrays of numbers indexed by time (a datetime or a datetime range). In some fields
these time series are called profiles, curves, or traces.
Examples of database software packages optimized for dealing with large volumes of time series
data include: Apache Accumulo, Apache Cassandra, CouchDB, Couchbase Server, HBase
(Hadoop), Redis , etc…
Interoperability
This feature is one of the most important to take in account during EMIS design. The IEEE
Glossary defines interoperability as:”the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and to use the information that has been exchanged”. In SMARTSPACES the major
issue of interoperability is between the application and the Data Collecting System. Different kinds
of meters and sensors need to be connected. In order to achieve this purpose:
 Use a standard communication protocol: Modbus, BACnet, KNX, LonWorks, OPC, SCADA,
etc...


Use a specific component, in charge of managing all the different data adapters

Protocols
ModBus
Modbus is a protocol used in both industrial manufacturing environment and building automation
systems, for communication in a master-slave system. Modicon developed the protocol in 1979,
(Hollinger, 2011).
There are three main versions of the Modbus protocol.


Modbus ASCII



Modbus RTU



Modbus TCP

Since the Modbus protocol is developed for master-slave communication it works according to
polling principles. That means that the master is asking questions to the slave to detect changes in
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values or alarms. Modbus is used in both the Primary network and the Field network depending on
which version that is used. Modbus Organization has since 2004 been handling the Modbus
protocol. The protocol is released as open software and all documentation and specifications can
be downloaded without any charge. Members of Modbus Organization can also download
development tools and samples of implementations.
Modbus Organization does also perform testing and certification of products developed for Modbus
ASCII, RTU and TCP. It is not mandatory to apply products for testing and certification, which
mean that products can be sold as a Modbus product without following the standard implement
rules.
BACnet
BACnet is an acronym for Building Automation and Control Networks. The BACnet protocol was
developed by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers,
(ASHRAE). The reason to develop the protocol was to meet the requirements for communication in
building automation (Levermore et al., 2000).
The protocol was first released as an ANSI/ASHRAE standard in 1995 and since 2003 BACnet is
also compliant with international and European standards. BACnet is an object-oriented protocol
triggered by events. This means that there is no communication between devices until something
happens or changes. BACnet is released under GPL and has no license. BACnet International is
the international organization that looks after the interest of BACnet such as future development,
and meetings where products are tested in networks. There are sub groups to BACnet
International that are located in countries all over the world, like BACnet Interest Group – Sweden
(BIG-SE). BACnet International also has an organization for testing and listing of tested products,
BACnet Testing Laboratories (BTL).
KNX
KNX is a worldwide standard for communication between building technology systems (KNX
Association, 2011). It is an OSI-based network communication protocol, which was developed from
three previous standard protocols EIB, EHS and BatiBUS. The KNX protocol has four different
medias over which it can be transmitted.


Twisted pair



Power line



Radio frequency



IP networks

The KNX protocol is event triggered like BACnet.
LonWorks
The LonWorks protocol is also known as the LonTalk protocol. The protocol is used in LonWorks
networking platform (Levermore et al., 2000). It was developed by Echelon Corporation and was
accepted as an ANSI standard in 1999 (ANSI/CEA-709.1-B). The protocol is based on the OSImodel and uses all of the seven layers. The LonWorks protocol can operate according to masterslave principle or directly without a central controller. The protocol is used in the Field network. The
LonWorks protocol itself comes without license requirement and it is possible to implement the
protocol to any microprocessor. However Echelon Corporation sells the Neuron chip, which has
the LonWorks protocol implemented. In the past it was required to purchase the Neuron chip to be
able to use the protocol.
ZigBee
ZigBee is mostly for small residential buildings. It is using similar technology as Zwave, based on
radio frequency. Examples of products are temperature sensors and electrical switches. The
protocol is license free as long it is not used in commercial buildings.
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M-bus
M-Bus, which is short for Meter-Bus, is often confused with Modbus. M-Bus is not really a building
automation protocol. It is used in buildings to remotely read the electrical meters and collecting
measurement data from sensors. The protocol is designed to mark the data with time stamps and
record from what device it originates.

3.1.3

Web Service

This section presents a description of the services required in order to enable external (or internal)
system communication with the SMARTSPACES service. It details the Web Service functions
required for external communication: either providing the service through third-party appliances or
embedding further access channels in existing systems.
Each function is listed with the reference ID of one more Process Models / Use Cases for which it
is most likely required. Hence, the reader can - as for Use Cases and Process models - select the
minimum set of functions (and variables) needed to implement his instance of the SMARTSPACES
service. Should the reader already have a service in place, the list provides him with further
functionalities he can implement to extend the web service. This selection implies specific
requirements for the Web Service, which can then be implemented by programmers.
The list of functions (and parameters) listed below is based on the eleven instances put in place as
part of the SMARTSPACES project. The concept was developed during the project meeting in
Murcia and several telephone conferences between the technical partners. The selection includes
the most common definitions and - based on the experience of the technical partners - the most
realisable and easy to implement.
A mockUpWebSevice is available at
http://147.83.143.29/SmartSpacesWS/SmartSpacesWebServices.asmx

Functions
The functions are presented in a table format listing the most relevant process model (ID and
name), the output any given function would result in and the function itself listing all parameters
which are necessary. Parameter definitions can be found below.
Exhibit 35 – Web Service functions
Process ID

Process
Description

Output

Function Name

PM_V_REG

Register

userID:String

register(userName,password,email,telNu
mber,language)

PM_V_AWA

Awareness

url:String

getAwareness(userID)

PM_V_INT_ADV

Get advice

advice:String

getAdvice(category,type)

PM_S_LOG

Log-in

userID:String

logIn(userName,password)

PM_S_CAC

Consumption
Activity

energyConsumption:[seriesID:
String;timeStamp:datetime;va
lue:String]

consumptionData(meterID, datefrom ,
dateTo, interval)

PM_S_CAC_BEN

Benchmark
Consumption

energyConsumption:[benchM
arkID:String;timeStamp:dateti
me;value:String]

benchMarkConsumption(spaceID,datefro
m , dateTo, interval)

PM_S_CAC_VIE

View Report

url:String

viewReport(spaceID,datefrom , dateTo,
interval)

PM_S_CAC_EXP

Export

url:String

exportConsumption(meterID, datefrom ,
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Consumption
Information

dateTo, interval)

PM_S_COA

Energy Coach
Communication

status:Boolean

sendWorkOrder(fromUserID,toUserID,me
ssage,date)

PM_S_COA

Energy Coach
Communication

workOrder:[fromUserID:integ
er,message:String,date:DateTi
me]

getWorkOrders(toUserID)

PM_V_INT_FEE,
PM_S_INT_FEE

Give feedback

status:Boolean

giveFeedBack(comment)

PM_P_BAD

Building
Administration

buildingID:Integer

addBuilding(name, description)

PM_P_BAD

Building
Administration

building:[name:String;descript
ion:String]

getBuilding(buildingID)

PM_P_BAD

Building
Administration

building:[name:String;descript
ion:String]

editBuilding(buildingID, name,
description)

PM_P_BAD_ADD

Add User

userID:String

addUser(userName,password,email,telNu
mber,language)

PM_P_BAD_ALA

Manage Alarms

alarm:[alarmID:Integer,status:
String,message:String]

getAlarms()

PM_P_BAD_MEA

Metering
Equipment
Administration

meterID:Integer

getAlarm(alarmID)

PM_P_BAD_MEA

Metering
Equipment
Administration

meter:[name:String;descriptio
n:String]

addMeter(name,description)

PM_P_BAD_MEA

Metering
Equipment
Administration

meter:[name:String;descriptio
n:String]

getMeter(meterID)

PM_SP_AVA

Service availability

status:String

editMeter(meterID,name,description)

Parameters
The table below lists the definitions (in alphabetical order) used in one or more functions defined
above.
Exhibit 36 - Web Service parameters
buildingID:Integer

description:String

meterID:int

type:String

category:String

email:String

name:String

userID:String

comment:String

fromUserID:Integer

password:String

username:String

date:DateTime

interval:String

spaceID:int

dateFrom:DateTime

languages:String

telNumber:String

dateTo:DateTime

message:String

toUserID:Integer

buildingID:Integer

description:String

meterID:int
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category:String

email:String

name:String

As with Process Models / Use Cases, not all definitions (including parameters) will have been
implemented in each single pilot site and / or using the same naming pattern.

3.1.4

Non-Functional Requirements

In the present work non-functional requirements are derived from the characteristics of the user
groups for whom the system and service are to be designed and developed. Their development
follows certain agreed design principles of relevance for the target group as well as dialogue
principles that apply to the design of dialogues between human beings and information systems. A
complete description and analysis of the Non-functional principles and results can be found in
deliverable D1.2.

3.2

Deployment view

The Deployment view section describes the physical view of the system. It shows the architecture
of the hardware nodes and maps processes, logical components or code components onto
hardware nodes. It thus allows showing how the software is deployed onto the hardware
infrastructure.
Exhibit 37 – Deployment View

Aspects covered by the deployment view
The Deployment view focuses on aspects of the system that are important after the system has
been tested and is ready to go into live operation. This view defines the physical environment in
which the system is intended to run; including the hardware environment the system needs, the
technical environment requirements for each node (or node type) in the system, and the mapping
of software elements to the runtime environment that will execute them. The Deployment viewpoint
applies to any information system with a required deployment environment that is not immediately
obvious to all of the interested stakeholders.
The basic information needed in this view is:


Type of hardware required: The Deployment view must clearly identify the types of
hardware the system needs and the role each type plays. This includes general-purpose
hardware to execute the main functional elements of the system, storage hardware to
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support databases, hardware that allows users to access the system, network elements
required to meet certain quality properties (such as firewalls for security), specialist
hardware (such as cryptographic accelerators), and so on.


Specification and Quantity of Hardware required: This concern, which follows from the
previous one, addresses the specific details of the hardware that will have to be procured
and commissioned in order to deploy the system—in effect, a physical model of the
hardware the system needs. This is a separate concern from the previous one because it is
much more specific and of interest to different stakeholders. However, system
administrators are interested in the details of the specific machines that need to be
procured and commissioned in order to create the runtime environment.



Topology of the hardware and software relations: This involves identifying the general types
of hardware required and mapping each functional element (software) to one of the
hardware types. In effect, this is a logical model of the hardware that a system requires.
Once the function of each piece of software has been defined, then the details of what
hardware elements are required can be determined.

In the SMARTSPACES project there are eleven pilot sites where each one will use a different
hardware infrastructure. The main objective of this section is to have a common description of this
infrastructure that can explain easily what is used in this type of ICT projects to support the energy
saving services described in previous sections.
The best way to describe the hardware infrastructures is to use the UML deployment diagram
processes where the logical components are modelled as objects, code components by the UML
components symbols and nodes by the UML symbols for nodes.
First iteration (V.1) provided a good conceptual description of the infrastructure of each pilot and a
good definition of all devices, components, nodes and communication systems. The Information
collected in V1 has been transformed into an UML standard in the second iteration.
In order to present complete and useful information, this section shows a complete set of modules
and components used in the SMARTSPACES project. This will enable the reader to have an
overall vision of the hardware structure and how these elements are connected, having useful
information to decide the best development options.

Notations and standards
ISO/IEC standards
The services and the ITC systems developed in SMARTSPACES to support them should be
designed in accordance with internationally accepted methodologies and standards. These include
energy management standards, and communication and interoperability standards.

Energy management standards
The SMARTSPACES project has to implement logical and consistent management services to
increase the efficiency of the resource consumption. Therefore the compliance with harmonised
standard methodologies is highly desirable. Recently some international standards of voluntary
application have been developed in order to assist organisations in making better use of their
existing energy-consuming assets and helping them to:
 Create transparency and facilitate communication on the management of energy resources
 Promote energy management best practices and reinforce good energy management
behaviours
 Assist facilities in evaluating and prioritizing the implementation of new energy-efficient
technologies
 Provide a framework for promoting energy efficiency throughout the supply chain
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 Facilitate energy management improvements for greenhouse gas emission reduction
projects
 Allow integration with other organizational management systems such as environmental,
and health and safety.
The most recent international and European standards are listed in the table below.
Exhibit 38 – Energy management standards
ISO 50001:2011

Energy management systems – Requirements with guidance for use

EN 16001:2009

Energy management systems. Requirements with guidance for use.

Communication and interoperability standards
The development of the SMARTSPACES systems (hardware and software) should be done with
accordance to the existing standards, in order to assure good design practices, interoperability,
security and replication in future developments. Below is listed a (not exhaustive) list of identified
ISO/IEC standards to be considered in the development.
Exhibit 39 – Communication interoperability standards.
IEC 61158

Industrial communication networks - Field bus specifications

IEC 61784

Industrial communication networks - Profiles

IEC 60870-5-104 (IEC 104)

Tele-control equipment and systems – Part 5-104: Transmission protocols
– Network access for IEC 60870-5-101 using standard transport profiles

ISO/IEC 13066-1:2011

Information technology – Interoperability with assistive technology (AT) –
Part 1: Requirements and recommendations for interoperability

ISO/IEC 29361:2008

Information technology – Web Services Interoperability – Basic Profile
Version 1.1

ISO/IEC 11581-10:2010

Information technology – User interface icons – Part 10: Framework and
general guidance

ISO/IEC 27000:2009 (E)

Information technology – Security techniques – Information security
management systems – Overview and vocabulary

ISO/IEC 28361:2007

Information technology – Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems – Near Field Communication Wired Interface (NFC-WI)

ISO/IEC 18000-7:2009

Information technology - Radio frequency identification for item
management - Part 7: Parameters for active air interface communications
at 433 MHz

ISO/IEC 24751-3:2008

3.2.1

Information technology – Individualized adaptability and accessibility in elearning, education and training – Part 3
Other freely available standards can be downloaded from:
http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/index.html

Top level architecture

In order to get a common infrastructure that can be used to give the SMARTSPACES services, it is
necessary to collect in ordered form all information which describes accurately the infrastructure
that will be used in each pilot.

Top-level Architecture
In order to describe with one common framework the physical view it is necessary to go to the
most abstract level of representation of systems. The top-level architecture is this most abstract
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view that represents the systems with 4 main blocks. All of the SMARTSPACES energy services
systems have these general components.
Exhibit 40 – Top Level Architecture

These blocks represent different levels of integration within the system. A brief description of their
functionality is provided below.

Application
It describes the service applications and its functional features necessary for performing the
services; it is the part of the architecture visible for the final users.

Data and server level
This level describes the database and servers characteristics used in the application to assure the
necessary functionality.

Connectivity level
It describes the data transmitting system from the building to the servers and the interfaces
connecting it to the application. It is the bridge for data transmission between the data collecting
system and the database.

Data collecting level
Data collecting refers to the equipment used, the method of collecting data, and the type of data
collected. It includes the meters and concentrators used for data collecting. This level can be
treated like an independent system that having collected the data transmits it to the data server
through the Connectivity level using some standard protocol. This assures the independence of the
application on the specific metering system used.
Each pilot system has its particular combination of different technologies that fills the distance
between the metering system and the application which provides services for the users through
visualization and control system front end.
In order to collect all the deployment information from each a brief study has been made.
This study contains the possible conceptual configurations that can be used to give the
SMARTSPACES service, and the basic information to describe the devices used has been
analyzed. The results of this study are the two templates presented below. These are the
templates that all pilot sites filled with their own information (see annex 1).
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Possible hardware configurations
The first template presents six different options of conceptual diagram. These conceptual diagrams
show which device and components are used, their relation inside buildings, and what the
connections between the 4 top-level blocks are. It is assumed that with these six different options
the entire possible configuration used for the pilots can be explained. Then each pilot just needs to
choose which configuration is closest to their case, and then modify and fulfil it with their own
information.The possible configurations are presented below:
Exhibit 41 – Six possible Deployment configurations
(These images are explained in greater details below)

a)

d)

b)

e)

c)

f)
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In the Applications level the six configurations don’t have variations.
In the Data and Servers level in a), d), e) and f) two different servers are used for data and
application, and in b) and c) only one server is used for data and application.
In the Communication level all configurations use one or more equipments to communicate the
data layer and server layer, but in configurations e) and f) there is the possibility to communicate
directly with an external server that contains the data..
In Data collecting level four configurations are possible, in a), b) and c) use diferent gateways to
collect the data from meters, in d) some devices can communicate among themselves, the
configuration e) allows collection of some data directly from a external server, and finally, in the f)
configuration all the data are directly collected from one external server.

Devices description
The second template is used to collect the information about all components that each pilot site will
use in each top-level. It is basically a table that helps to have a common description format for all
components of Data collecting, Connectivity, and Data and Servers – as shown below.
Data collecting:
In this level the information about meters and gateways used to collect the energy data from
buildings is described. The following information is needed.
 Type of measured parameter: if the device collects electrical, gas, water, temperature or
other parameters.
 Manufacturer: the name and references of manufacturer for the case where getting more
information is required, or if other people wish to use the same devices.
 Type: the typology of meter, which affects the parameters that are measured.
 Interfaces / protocol: the typology and characteristics of communication. Ex: Rs485
(Modbus), Zigbee, LonWorks Knx,etc..
 Functions: The description of functionality of device.
 Image: the image or picture of the used device.
Connectivity:
These levels try to describe the communication system that there are between the Data collecting
and Data and Servers levels.
 DSS connectivity device: the element that collects the information in the Data Server Side.
 DSS connectivity application: the application installed in the Data Server Side. For example,
Service consumer Agent, Private client server application, FTP Client or others
 Communication Protocol: the communication protocol used in the communication between
the two levels. For example, SOAP/JSON, Private, FTP, IEC 870-5-102 or others
 Security protocol: the security protocol that is used to protect the data shared with both
levels. For example, Access control, VPN, FTP or others
 Transport protocol: the transport protocol used to drive the information between levels.
Normally TCP/IP is used
 DCS connectivity device: the device located in the Data Collecting Side that wants to
communicate with the Data Server Side
 DCS connectivity Application: the connectivity application used by the device located in
DCS to communicate with the server level. For example, Web Service, FTP SERVER
Application, Private Service application or others.
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Data and Servers:
In Data and Servers case it is possible to have two options: to have only one server used as data
and application software, or to have two different servers, one used as data server, and the other
used as application server. The information needed to describe the servers is the following:
Data and Application server/ Hardware description
 CPU: the technical characteristics of the Central Process Unit used: manufacturer, model,
capacity, etc.
 RAM: the capacity of the Random Access Memory.
 Disks: the disk storage data capacity and configuration.
 Disks controller: the type of disk controller. For example: NO RAID different disks as
different logical units and RAID combination of various disks as a unique logical unit.
Data and Application server/ Software description
 OS: Operating system used by the server (Linux, Windows, …)
 DBMS: Data Base Management System used to work with the data (SQL Server,
PosgrateSQL, …)
Application server (only)/ Software description
 Web server: it refers to the computer application that helps to deliver the web content that
can be accessed through the internet.
 Framework: the version of framework used in the application.
 Language: the programming language used to develop the application

3.2.2

UML deployment diagram

This section will describe the deployment using UML standard notation.

Common description
SMARTSPACES system is deployed across the pilot sites and deals with the particular
environment. Different solutions are adopted in order to collect, store, and analyse the building
data. Two layers of abstraction can be identified: Data Collecting System and Application.
Application
Two main solutions are adopted here:


Single server, in which the MDMS and the web application run on the same machine.



Two-server solution, where the MDMS is deployed on a standalone server, and the web
application runs on a different machine.

Data Collecting System
Data Collecting System configurations depend strictly on the technological solution adopted. They
all have three main characteristics in common:


Utility Server Data Base: energy data are provided directly from the utility by giving an
access to the utility data base.



Ad hoc sensor network: developed to read the parameters with the standard topology
concentrator, node and sensor or meter.



Automatic Meter Reading: The automatic data collectors are connected directly to the utility
meter.
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Exhibit 42 – UML deploy diagram with two servers
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Exhibit 43 – UML deploy diagram – single server

Technical Advice


Chose solutions, products and protocols for which there is broad competence available.
This will make a system less dependent on a few people and companies for service and
modifications.



On the server side, take into account that there will be a big amount of time series data that
will be treated to show analysis and tracking. It could be a better solution to choose more
than one server for the entire system.



Use a communication infrastructure based on standard protocols
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Use a gateway for a single point of communication between the application and the server
application.



Keep the system simple



Give the system a second way to check that the data recorded is correct.

3.3 Logical view
The logical view describes the systems from the final user point of view. For this, the logical view is
split in User Facing Interfaces and Building and Central Application to present all the user
interactions with the system.
Exhibit 44 – Logical View

In order to describe the User Facing Interface in this view, the most common user interfaces (UI) of
the presentation layer are collected for each pilot site. It is the front end of the application and
provides the user with the capability to view the data related to the EDSS and EMS offered by the
system. It also permits administration of the system and receiving visual notifications about its
operation.
Graphic interface of the application is a visual presentation to the end-users. A good Energy
Management Information System (EMIS) needs to show data in a readable mode, in order to
facilitate the analysis done by the energy managers, and raise the awareness of visitors and
occasional users. These will be shown through the prototypes and mock-ups in the next
subsections.

Functional requirements
Functional requirements help to perceive the system from the user’s point of view. Requirements
were collected in WP1 during the first project year by focus groups and research. A traceability
check has been carried out to ensure that all functional requirements have been met by the
proposed functional structure. Such an analysis often reveals missing or incomplete functions in
the functional structure model. In the sections below the requirements are used to explain the User
facing services and the Building and Central application interactions.
The overall pilot requirement information is collected in tables. An excerpt of group descriptions
can be found below, with a complete description available in D1.2.
Exhibit 45 - Example of requirement groups as collected in D1.2
ID

Group / Name
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ID

Group / Name

Summary

R1.1.

Output Format

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which
the SMARTSPACES service must allow for different output formats.
Background: Data recorded needs a format to be visualised which might
differ depending on environment and purpose of the selected information.

R1.2.

Visualisation-Data

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which
the SMARTSPACES service must visualise resource data recorded.
Background: Not all data recorded must necessarily be visualised in any of
the output formats listed above, some data might only be used for internal
calculations. The list indicates all data sets to be visualised.

R1.3.

Visualisation-Format

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which
the SMARTSPACES service must use formats (graphs, charts, etc) to
visualise data recorded.
Background: The data sets selected to be visualised need to be brought into
context and perspective (e.g. user wants to see quickly whether he is
consuming more or less than last months).

R1.X.

etc

….

Due to the unique ID of each requirement (RX.X.X) traceability is guaranteed.
The compilation and synthesis of the user requirements, together with the specified services from
the different pilot sites, permits the definition of common functional specifications for the
SMARTSPACES services. The common specifications represent a set of minimum requisites
identified for the functionalities and services which should be present in the developed ICT
systems. The fulfilment of these requisites allows the achievement of a system and application
design able to provide effectively the planned services at each pilot site.
Due to the substantial differences across the European pilot sites, no rigid approach to the
development of the services is possible, as these should be adapted to different user groups and
target the resolution of different problems. The functional service specifications should be
considered as a reference guide allowing for site-specific differences, but nevertheless, the
following features have been considered of high importance for the quality of the system design
and service provision.

3.3.1
User Facing Services
application - Prototypes

and

Building

and central

In order to deliver the SMARTSPACES services to the end users, chiefly the EDSS, all pilot sites
use a web portal. These web portals or applications have a common framework described in
section 3.1 of this document.
The presentation layer of the conceptual diagram is expanded in this section to explain and
present the different solutions that each pilot used as their User Facing Interface and Building and
Central Application.
The presentation layer is used to present, with screenshots of prototypes, the most significant user
interface that each pilot site will use to give the SmartSpaces service to their users.
All pilot sites have selected and presented the main features for each block of User interface for
the presentation layer, as shown on Exhibit 46, that represent their application. The complete list
and graphics for each pilot site is shown in Annex 1 of this document.
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Exhibit 46 – Most common UI Blocs for the presentation layer.

The UI Administration explains or presents the interaction of the users with the Building and
Central Application. UI Energy, UI Energy Coach and UI Invoice explain or present the User Facing
interface.
A summary of the most important UI and BCA used in the pilot sites is presented below.
Exhibit 47 – UI Administration. Devices and Elements administration in Lleida pilot (example)
UI Administration
Device and User Administration

On this page, users can administer or create new buildings, users, municipalities and also control the devices, reports
and documents that will receive each application user.
Devices and Elements Administration
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This page is only available to building professionals; The user can set and modify buildings or zone parameters,
building devices, building occupancy profile, etc.
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Exhibit 48 – UI Energy. Comparisons used in Belgrade pilot (example)
UI Energy
Comparative

On this page users (not visitors) can compare the electric and combustible energy consumption of their building with
the same characteristics from previous periods. This comparison can be normalised by energy resource and time
period. The period comparison can be years, half-year, quarterly or monthly.
Alarms

Users can receive alarms informing that consumption is above ordinary levels enabling them to take actions.
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Exhibit 49 – UI Energy. Tracking used in Birmingham pilot (example)
UI Energy
Tracking

This is an example of a dashboard where users can track their building energy consumption. They can see the
evolution of the last 30 days, a comparison of the last 4 weeks, and the monthly consumption of their building
compared with the last year and with the savings target.
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Exhibit 50 – UI Energy. Energy Coach used in Milan pilot (example)
UI Energy coach
Internal messages

Here users receive suggestions of action to carry out in their building to save energy in a concrete time period sent by
the energy coach.
Exhibit 51 – UI Invoice. Invoice management used in Hagen pilot (example)
UI Invoice
Meter management

This page is for professional users only who can manage the different meters, costs for different energy sources, and
controlling of missing data.
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3.3.2

User Facing Services - Functional Requirements

The UFS are the services provided by the applications and can be offered through different
interfaces: visualisation in the web browser display, public screens, or through web application
generated reports which can be sent to the users by email or as paper report.
In version 1 of WP1 the pilot sites rated the applicability of each requirement through a generic
requirements list. If a requirement is applicable, participants in focus groups were asked which
priority they would assign to it. Participants did not receive the full set of requirements as certain
requirements only apply to specific types of users; for instance professional users, or “normal” staff
members. The result of the first version of USF common FR is presented in deliverable D3.1.
In its second version, the generic list of requirements was expanded and modified, with more
requirements that could be used in this project type. All pilot sites in SMARTSPACES decided on
whether these are applicable or not, and the different users decided on the priority that they
thought each requirement had.
In the tables below the most common USF requirements from the second version are presented.
Exhibit 52 – USF common Functional Requirements definition
ID

Group / Name

Summary

R1.1.

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must allow for different output formats.
Output Format Background: Data recorded needs a format to be visualised which might differ
depending on environment and purpose of the selected information.

R1.1.1

Web-portal

The service shall be accessible via a web-portal based on menus.

R1.1.2

Web-portal Dashboard

The service shall be accessible via a web-portal with a dashboard.

R1.1.3

Website

The service shall be able to display automatically updated information on a public
website (e.g. Local Authority website).

R1.1.4

Mobile-App

The service shall be accessible via a mobile application.

R1.1.6

Public Screen

R1.1.8

Email

R1.1.11

PDF

The service shall be able to display automatically updated information on a public
screen.
The service shall send automatic emails depending on settings defined by user or
admin.
The service shall allow for export of reports from at least one application as a PDF.

R1.1.15

Export-Exhibit
The service shall allow for export of data tables (from one user or more) in a format
format
readable by standard (e.g. csv or xls) software such as Excel.
Export-Database The service shall allow for export of large amounts of data in form of a database of a
format that can be imported by most standard applications.
AccessThe service shall allow for on-demand access to data in standardised json/xml format.
Webservice

R1.1.16
R1.1.17

R1.2.

R1.2.1
R1.2.2

VisualisationData
ResourceElectricity
ResourceHeating
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Background: Not all data recorded must necessarily be visualised in any of the output
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indicates all data sets to be visualised.
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The service shall visualise the resource consumption for heating.
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R1.2.3

The service shall visualise the resource consumption for cooling.

R1.2.11

ResourceCooling
ResourceWater(warm)
ResourceWater(cold)
Resource-CO2

R1.2.12

Resource-Gas

The service shall visualise the resource consumption of gas.

R1.2.16

Currency

R1.2.21

EnvironmentWeather
EnvironmentTemperature

The service shall visualise the cost of consumption for a given resource in the local
currency.
The service shall visualise the outside weather conditions at least on the level of the
municipality.
The service shall visualise the temperature in a given space.

R1.2.4
R1.2.5

R1.2.22

R1.3.

VisualisationFormat

R1.3.1

Continuous

R1.3.2

Bars

R1.3.4

Pie chart

R1.3.10

CumulativeTime

The service shall visualise the resource consumption for water (warm).
The service shall visualise the resource consumption for water (cold).
The service shall visualise the resource production of CO2.

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must use formats (graphs, charts, etc) to visualise data
recorded.
Background: The data sets selected to be visualised need to be brought into context
and perspective (e.g. user wants to see quickly whether he is consuming more or less
than last months).
The service shall visualise the recorded data for a given data set as a continuous line
over a given period.
The service shall visualise the recorded data for a given data set as a series of bars each
representing on period for a given period.
The service shall visualise the recorded data for a given data set as a pie-chart for a
selection of data.
The service shall visualise the consumption over a given period as an accumulation of
the consumption of shorter periods within (e.g. daily consumption added up over a
month).
Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must be able to benchmark consumption of resources against a
similar set of recorded or forecasted data.
Background: The data sets selected to be visualised need to be brought into context
and perspective (e.g. comparing the consumption before and after introducing
SMARTSPACES over time).

R1.4.

Benchmarks

R1.4.1

Time-Year

Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking a period of one year against the same
previous period (or more periods).

R1.4.2
R1.4.3

Time-semiannually
Time-quarterly

R1.4.4

Time-monthly

R1.4.5

Time-weekly

R1.4.6

Time-daily

R1.4.12

Space-Building

Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking a period of six months against the same
previous period (or more periods or any other period).
Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking a period of three months against the same
previous period (or more periods or any other period).
Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking a period of one month against the same
previous period (or more periods or any other period).
Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking a period of one week against the same
previous period (or more periods or any other period).
Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking a period of one day against the same
previous period (or more periods or any other period).
Visualisation shall allow for benchmarking of one building against any other (or more).
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Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must allow users to analyse the recorded data with simple
numbers or simple graphical representations.
Background: To increase understanding of the data sets selected the user might use
reference information and statistical results (e.g. comparison building's overall
performance based on consumption per m²).

R1.5.

Analysis

R1.5.1

Surface

R1.5.2

Average Building The service shall allow for analysing the consumption of a given building against the
average building consumption (e.g. of the same energy rating).
Similar Building The service shall allow for analysing the consumption of a given building against similar
building(s).

R1.5.7

The service shall allow for analysing the consumption of a given space (e.g. room) per
surface unit (e.g. m²).

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must be able to automatically send alerts based on the recorded
data and settings entered.
Background: Certain events trigger higher consumption (short and / or long term).
Detecting these events early can help to reduce the effects (e.g. boiler does not reach
the most efficient temperature).
The service shall allow for setting multiple alerts with varying conditions.

R1.6.

Alerts

R1.6.1

R1.6.3

Multiple Alert
Settings
Multiple User
Settings
Channel-Portal

R1.6.4

Channel-Mail

The service shall allow for sending the alert as an email.

R1.6.7

Maximum
Threshold
Minimum
Threshold
Events-Failure

The service shall allow for setting a maximum threshold of consumption of a given
resource during a given period (e.g. month) above which an alert is sent to the user.
The service shall allow for setting a minimum threshold of consumption of a given
resource during a given period (e.g. month) below which an alert is sent to the user.
The service shall send alerts for failures detected directly or indirectly (e.g.
consumption pattern) of given system.

R1.6.2

R1.6.8
R1.6.9

The service shall allow for multiple users setting alerts with varying conditions.
The service shall allow for sending / displaying the alert on the portal.

Education
Format

Specifies the following requirements associated with the formats in which education
(e.g. awareness raising, training) material needs to be provided in the SMARTSPACES
service.
Background: Depending on the target group and environment different education
formats will lead to different results (e.g. children are more likely to follow interactive
formats than read a leaflet).

Advice - generic

The service shall provide generic advice and tips to improve energy related behaviour.

R1.8.8

Advice dependent
Forum

R1.8.13

Email

R1.8.16

Energy Coach

R1.8.17

Events-Staff

The service shall provide advice and tips based on the actual consumption (e.g. of the
staff member) to improve energy related behaviour.
The service shall provide a platform for users to interact exchanging insight in energyrelated topics (which might also be moderated by an energy coach).
The service shall provide emails (e.g. newsletter) with energy related issues or the
service itself.
The service shall provide an energy coach that targets staff with high consumption and
responds (e.g. person, chat, mail) to staff with energy related questions.
The service shall provide events informing staff users (e.g. all workers in an office
block) about the service and / or energy related topics particularly relevant in the
context of SMARTSPACES and / or their building and transportation to work.

R1.8.

R1.8.1
R1.8.2
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Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must be able to send alerts based on the recorded data and
settings entered.
Background: Depending on the service at the site different topics should be covered
with education material (e.g. energy saving sometimes leads to unintended unhealthy
ventilation habits).

R1.9.

Education
Topic

R1.9.1

Electricity

The service shall provide education material to enable the user to reduce electricity
consumption.

R1.9.3

Heating

R1.9.4

Cooling

The service shall provide education material to enable the user to reduce heat
consumption.
The service shall provide education material to enable the user to reduce cooling
consumption.

R1.10.

Control Unit

R1.10.1

BMS-Access

R1.10.2

Control - WebPortal

R1.10.12 Automatic Weather

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which it is possible
to control and / or manage the SMARTSPACES service
Background: Based on the environment and / or consumption of a given space a
schedule / plan needs to be defined for automatic and / or remote management. For
instance, in response to an alert that a given space is not occupied but lights have not
been turned off (e.g. offices) the professional could send a signal via sms to do so.
The service needs direct (through the SMARTSPACES environment) and / or indirect
(through the BMS system running parallel) access to one or more building (energy)
managements systems (BMS) to take control of any resource or setting being part of
SMARTSPACES service.
The service shall allow for controlling and / or managing settings via a web-portal
either in real-time and / or according to defined schedules / plans for a given space.
The service shall automatically determine optimal settings for one or more given
control factors and spaces and periods based on the past or current air weather (e.g.
cold night, boiler heats up earlier).

R1.11.

Control Factor

Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the
SMARTSPACES service must be able to control and manage effectively the system used
for the service.
Background: Management services (automatic and / or remote) need access to certain
devices installed in the building in order to control the environment. However, certain
B(E)MS services do not allow bi-directional communication so that some of the
following requirements might be difficult to realise. Nevertheless, the following list
collects all settings which could be controlled by SMARTSPACES.

R1.11.1

TemperatureBuilding

The service shall allow for controlling the temperature (cooling and heating) of a given
building.

R1.11.5

HumidityBuilding

The service shall allow for controlling the humidity of a given building.

R1.12.

Peak

R1.12.2

Detection
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direct control over consuming devices.
The service shall detect peaks for a given resource as they happen.
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3.3.3
Building
Requirements

and

Central

Applications:

Functional

The requirements for the back office are directly related to the planned services to be offered to the
users. The back office of the software application should provide the operations for the internal
processing and visualisation of data, the system administration, incorporating internal processes to
assure the secure operation of the system. Most of the back office process applications are
specific for each pilot-site. Functional requirements regarding the back office are collected in the
second iteration of WP1.
Basically, for the SMARTSPACES energy information management systems the back office
provides three types of functionalities:


Metering equipment administration: Configuration of the data reception from installed metering
equipment in order to make its readings visible in the system.



User account administration: Creation of user accounts, configuration of the reference between
metering equipment and users, configuration of the data to be accessed by each user, etc.



Resource consumption management: Supervision of the data reception, evolution of the
energy consumption of the individual users, adjusting of alarms, notification, messaging to
users, report configuration, etc. This functionality includes the EMS offered at the pilot-site for
optimisation of the system operation and maintenance.



Internal functionalities related with data processing and visualisation for the Users levels.

The basic functionalities related to data processing and visualisation, supported by the system and
implemented in the internal back office modules of the application, are presented below.

Registration and access
The registration and the access to the back office of the applications is confined to the system
administrators and the energy managers which support the User facing services, and on the other
hand use the back office interface for performing resource consumption management services
(EMS) intended to optimise the organisation systems.
The system should permit the administrator access configuration with username and password for
more than one possible user (IT system administrator, energy manager, maintenance staff).
For systems which are designed for multiple buildings’ management, a higher level of user access,
referred to here as Super-Administration level of access should be considered.
Depending on the characteristics of the service providing company the simple Administration level
can be used for access of a user only to a group of buildings for which they are responsible, while
the Super-Administrator can have a view over all of the buildings included in the management
system for the organisation.
Administration access level
The Administration access level permits the configuration and management of the individual user
accounts and should be present in all of the systems.
The Administration access level will permit access to and comparison of data of individual users by
part of the service providing company. This access to individual information is necessary for the
operational service work which requires consumption monitoring, fault detection in measuring
equipment, etc. The administrator access to individual data should be accepted as part of the
service provision and arranged in accordance to the national legislation by means of user consent.
At Administration level different tools can be foreseen for alarm settings, which could be common
or personalised to individual users, permitting the energy management and the creation of
automatic periodic summary reports to the users.
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For data protection control, the Administration access level will be restricted only to the service
company’s staff that really needs it for their work. A list of the staff members with Administration
access level will be created.
Super-Administration access level (optional)
The Super-Administration access level can be optionally considered in the case that a service
company provides the energy web services to e.g. different service providers. The SuperAdministration level will be generally needed for fault detection and technical support to lower level
administrators. For data protection the individual energy information shown at this level can be
represented using anonymous codified identification, so that data could not be associated with
individual users.

Metering equipment administration
The basic functions for equipment administration include the following:
Register new metering equipment
The back office interface should permit the addition and registration of new metering equipment in
order to be able to extend the system to new users or for regular meter changes due to national
calibration decrees. Each meter should be registered in the system using a unique ID for an
unequivocal identification. Additional information about the installation location and equipment
characteristics should be stored. The status of the equipment (connected/disconnected) should be
clearly visible.
Associate meters with buildings or zones
In order to enable the services each meter should be associated with the buildings and/or zones in
the system. The association in the back office should permit the association of multiple meters to a
single zone. Common meters for groups of zone can be associated and this should be clearly
visible within the back office interface.
Set-up parameters of metering equipment
The back office should permit the system administrator to fix at least the units of the data acquired
by the meter, to activate or deactivate it, and, where the metering hardware permits, to set the
acquisition frequency. Where the acquisition frequency cannot be adjusted, it should be at least
visualised in the back office.
Set-up of data visualisation
The back office should permit the configuration of the data visualisation from the different meters
within the user interface. This is mandatory for systems managing and monitoring big number of
users and meters. The administrator should be able to activate or deactivate the visualisation of
data from the meters in order to be able to visualise on the screen only a reasonable number of
meters to permit understanding and control.

User account administration
Here the back office features necessary for user account administration are described.
Create new user
The back office should permit the addition of a new user of the system. The user should be created
with the established levels and rights within the system. The new user creation should at least
permit setting of username, initial password and identification of the building or zone.
Additional information as email address, mailing address, telephone number for contact can be
required depending on the need of the service administrator.
Information fields about the building and users characteristics (area, number of users, energy
consuming equipment, etc.) can be required. This information can be used afterwards in the
provided services.
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Edit user profile
The user profile should be editable, permitting future modifications and addition of data.
Delete user
The back office should be able to delete users from the system by the administrator enabled with
these rights.

Resource consumption management
The resource consumption management of the system from the back office includes the monitoring
and visualisation of consumption data, setting and checking of alerts, basic filtering and data
mining, comparisons, establishing of baseline and comparisons, benchmarking, different types of
messaging. This wide range of possible interactions has the objective to optimise the resource
usage, reducing the costs for the service provider company and the users.
Dashboard
The dashboard is a panel providing general view over the monitored and controlled parameters
which permits to the system administrator to perform the follow-up and the resource management
activities more efficiently.
The dashboard can be designed and organised according to the system characteristics, but in
general should permit:


Identifying and reviewing of alerts



Filtering of the data by different criteria to ease the supervising of the resource consumption
(user, meter, zones, period, type and state of alert (revised, not revised), etc.)



Provide access to visualisation and comparisons between users



Provide access to different types of communication and messaging to the users and the
maintenance staff

Setting of alerts for performance control
The setting of alerts is an efficient way to control the deviations from the desired system operation.
The alerts can be of different types:


Threshold alerts: Based on a reference value for a measured parameter. When the
parameter passes the reference value an alert is generated.



Data reception alerts: Alerts over the reception status of the measuring devices which
permit the fast detection of system malfunctions.

Checking of last received data
Data reception control is essential for the correct service operation. In order to control the data
reception from the meters to the system, appropriate tools should be implemented in the back
office.
This can be accomplished simply by visualisation of the last time of reception for the meter, or in
more advanced way by implementing alerts over the meters that will notify the administrator for
data reception failures.
Messaging
The back office of the SMARTSPACES systems can provide means for message exchange
between the users of the system. The messaging can be unidirectional from the administrator to
the users, or bidirectional. Specific messaging can be developed that involves maintenance
personnel, depending on the scope, objectives and situation of each pilot-site. The message
activity should be stored within the system allowing traceability, and assuring privacy.
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Report generation
The back office can include the functionality of report generation from the available data and the
provided services from the system. Reports can be pre-configured and generated automatically.
They can be sent by email or conventional mail to the users periodically as part of the
SMARTSPACES services.

3.4 Process View
The process view captures the dynamic interaction between the stakeholders and the system and
is used to define the responsibility in the project. In order to develop and explain the Process view
the Roles or user-system interaction and Business Process Models (BPM) are used.
Exhibit 53 – Process View

Aspects covered by the process view
The process view allows for exploring the individual actions that the system and user undertake in
order to communicate between one another. For this, the following information is collected for this
view:



User facing services and building and building and central applications documentation:
Templates have been developed to capture this part of the Common Framework.
Business process models: highly-detailed models of interaction between the user and the
system documented with a standard notation

Notations and standards
While the templates have for the UFS and B&C interactions have been developed specifically for
SMARTSPACES, the business process models follow a standard modelling notation called
Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) defined in ISO/IEC 19510:2013. BPMN provides a
graphical notation for specifying business processes based on a flowcharting technique very
similar to activity diagrams from Unified Modelling Language (UML). The objective of BPMN is to
support business process management, for both technical users and business users, by providing
a notation that is intuitive to business users, yet able to represent complex process semantics.

3.4.1

UFS and B&C Roles Model

It is not possible to capture the functional features and define all the development phases of a
project unless the roles of each stakeholder are well defined. In order to collect this information a
set of roles is defined in diagrams that enable the reader to understand the functions and duties of
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the actors in the several pilot sites (see Exhibit 54). Each box is an action that an actor will execute
in interaction with the SMARTSPACES system.
There are three user groups that have access to EDSS services (Building Professionals, Staff
Users and Visitors) and there is another user, the Service Provider, who will basically give support
for the EDSS service.
Each different user has a different interaction with the system services. Each user can develop
various actions for the interface, Communication and Metering and Control. Furthermore, this
interaction isn't common for all pilot sites, for this reason it will be necessary to do a study of all
pilots to know what the common roles are and which concrete interaction the users in this type of
projects can carry out.
The most common interactions that SMARTSPACES pilots site have are shown in the next figure:
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Exhibit 54 – All possible UFS interactions
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The following is a brief description of each interaction. For more detailed information about these
interactions see Annex 1 of this document or, deliverable D1.1 of the SMARTSPACES project:

Access channels / Interface
Web-portal
The Web-portal is the software application via internet that will be developed in each pilot site to
give EDSS and EMS SMARTSPACES Services. The Web-portal can contain the energy
information (presented in different forms) and also different applications that help the users in
decision support, suggested actions, and awareness.
Unlike the following sections, all pilot sites use this interface. Hence, we can conclude that is the
most important interface support for this kind of services.
Email
The email is the interface that is the most used way to communicate alarms, energy consumption
reports, action orders, etc. The email systems have an automatic sending process that is linked to
the web-portal. This type of interaction is used by 9 of the 10 pilot sites. (Not used by Venlo)
Public screens
Public screens are simply screens installed in the buildings that receive the EDSS services and, in
some cases, the EMS, normally in the hall of the building, that show information related to the
energy consumption, action orders or tips, saving achieved, etc. This interface is used by 7 of the
10 pilot sites. It seems to be one of the best ways to give the awareness service to users (Staff or
building visitors) that don’t have direct access to computers or other interfaces.
Posters /Papers/PDF
Posters or papers have the same functionality as public screens, in buildings where it isn’t possible
to install screens. This interface will be used by half of the SMARTSPACES pilot sites.
Kiosk computers
Kiosk computers are public computers that all users can use to receive the EDSS and EMS
services. These are installed in common or public parts of the buildings. It is another way to
provide service accessibility to the users that don’t have direct access to computers. This interface
is only used in Belgrade pilot site.
Touch screens
Touch screens are used for different functions. The first one is, like Kiosk Computers, just to give
the EDSS services to users that haven’t got computer access. The second one, related to the EMS
services, is the interaction with the facilities control that has users as BP or SB. They can modify
some building parameters from this interface. Touch screens are used in three pilot sites.
TV display
TV displays are TV channels where the building energy information will be shown. They are
another technology used to provide access to the EDSS services and perform the same functions
as public screens. TV displays are just used by Moulins pilot site.
SMS
SMS are "Short Message Services" that users receive on their phones. It is an automated system
to send messages that normally are linked to the web-portal. These messages can be alarms,
reports, action orders, etc.; these can cover part of EDSS and EMS services. SMS are just used by
Hagen pilot site.
Mobil APP
Mobil APP are applications developed for Smart phones that can cover, in part, the same functions
as the Web-portal. This interface technology is used by three pilot sites: Milan, Moulins and Murcia.
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Communication
Communication equipment
Communication equipment is the interaction with the system that different users have with all the
communications that we find in the SMARTSPACES system. These communications are
extensively described in section 3.2 of this document. This interaction includes the installation of
communication devices and checking these during the service period. Important to note here is
that without the correct work of this subsystem it is impossible to provide access to the
SMARTSPACES services.
All pilot sites have interaction with this subsystem.
Scheduled Data Gathering
Scheduled Data Gathering is related to Communications system, concretely it is the time step in
which the data from meters is delivered to servers. This process usually needs to be configured
and modified during the service period.

Metering and Control
Metering infrastructure
The metering infrastructure is all the interactions that users have with the device used to collect the
energy data or other parameters. These interactions can be the installation of the devices, the data
validation or control of data during the service period.
Control infrastructure
The Control infrastructure is all the interactions that users have with the device used to change
some parameters of the facilities in the central control level. These interactions can be the
installation of the devices, the data validation or control of data during the service period. For
example, the set point temperature of boilers, lighting central control, range of work of the
impulsion system, etc.
Zone control infrastructure
The Zone control infrastructure is all the interactions that users have with the device used to
change some parameters of the facilities in the zone control level. These interactions can be the
installation of the devices, the data validation or control of data during the service period. For
example, set point ambient temperature, lighting control of one zone, etc.

User Facing Services
The aim of this section is to show the interaction of different users, concerning User Facing
services, that there are in the SMARTSPACES system.
The three different user groups have a different interaction at user facing services level in each
SMARTSPACES system. Each user can develop various actions for the Interface, Communication
and Metering and Control. Furthermore, this interaction isn't common for all pilot sites, for this
reason it was necessary to do a study of all pilots to identify the common roles and determine
which concrete interaction can be carried out by the users in this type of project.
To achieve this, the following template was introduced to the pilots. They were then asked to firstly
explore whether their pilot sites fulfilled the possible interaction with the system, and secondly to
describe all the actions carried out in the interactions.

UFS actions descriptions
The most common actions carried out by users are shown below, for more information of these
actions see the annex 1 of this document:
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Exhibit 55 – Overview of user interactions and actions at UFS level.

Email

Web-portal

Use the web-portal to obtain the energy information as energy manager. Monitoring and alarm

SP through the portal. Visual alarms for excess consumption
BP

Use the web portal as a building energy manager.
User the web portal as building user (energy tracking, alarms, benchmarking, notifications, etc..)

SB without possible modification.
VB

Access portal and compare performance between buildings

SP

Receive his/her own emails as energy manager to control the buildings.

BP

Receive the mails as building energy manager.

SB

Receive the email as a building user (alarms, reports, actions to do, … ).

Kiosk
computers

SB

Consumption data monitoring

VB

Using information of Consumption along with education material and tips

Public screens

SP

Follow and modify the service and information if it’s necessary.

BP

Use the energetic information as a user.

SB

Use the information of this public screens as building users.

VB

Use the information showed in the screens o posters as building visitor

Posters /
Papers

SP

Touch screens

INTERFACE

VB
BP

SP
BP

Use the energetic information as a user.

SB

Use the information of this public screens as building users.

VB

Use the information showed in the screens o posters as building visitor

SP

Follow and modify all parameter to reach the service objective (rescheduling, set-points).

BP

Use the screen as building manager, modify the building parameters if it’s necessary

SB

TV display

VB Control
SP
BP

use the energy information

SB

Receive additional energy information (good tips, etc…)

VB

use the information showed in TV displays located in the buildings

SMS

SP
BP

Receive the SMS as building energy manager

SB

Receive the SMS as a building user (alarms, reports, actions to do, … ).

Mobil APP

VB
SP
BP
SB

use the application as a building user (get energy information)

VB
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SP

Check the communication system during the service period.

BP

Follow the correct work of the communication system during the service period.

SB
VB
Validate metering arrangements

SP
BP
SB
VB
SP

Check the communication system during the service period.

BP

Check the communication system during the service period.

SB
VB
Check the measurement system to ensure that it works properly throughout the period of

Zone Control
Infrastructure

METERING & CONTROL

COMMUNICATI
ON
Control
Metering
Common.
infrastructure infrastructure equipment
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SP service.
BP
Use the zone control infrastructure as building user, only in the their zone (not available for all

SB building
VB

Building and Central application
The aim of this section is to show the interaction of different users, concerning Building and Central
application in the SMARTSPACES system.

Building & Central app. (B&C) actions description
In order to understand what the interactions for the different users are and what actions are
developed in each one, the table is presented. It shows the most common actions carried out by
different users. For more information on the actions done by users in each pilot site see annex 1 of
this document:

Web-portal

INTERFACE

Exhibit 56 – Overview of user interactions and actions at B&C app level

SP

Action 1: Develop and provide the web-portal to give all services.
Action 2: Setup all initial parameters in the web-portal to start to give the services (users,
buildings, alarms, etc…).
Action 3: Follow and modify all the parameters and services in the service period (alarms,
notifications, tips, energy coach, send work orders, etc…).
Action 4: Train users in proper use of software.
Action 5: User support

BP

Action 1: Set up and modify the basic parameters for own building (that can configure as
BP), users, building data, alarms, building occupation, etc…)

SB

Action 1: Contact to Building Professionals in order to change some local zone
parameters as temperature.

Email

VB
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BP Action 1: Validate the mailing information with the SP

Action 2: Set up and modify some mail information addressed to the staff building
Action 3: Receive the mails as building energy manager.

SB Action 1: Provide feedback to exceptions alerts

Public screens

Kiosk computers

VB
SP Action 1: System configuration, data input
BP
SB
VB
Action 1: Provide the device to give this service.

SP Action 2: Setup the initial parameters to give the service and select the information to
show.

BP Action 1: Validate the screen information with the SP
SB

Posters /Papers

SP

Touch screens

VB

SP Action 2: Setup all initial parameters to can use the application and give the service.

Action 1: Provide the device to give this service.

BP Action 2: Setup the initial parameters to give the service and select the information to
show.

SB

Use the information of this public screens as building users.

VB

Use the information showed in the screens o posters as building visitor
Action 1: Provide the touch screens to control the installations.
Action 3: Train users in proper use of software.

BP Action 1: Set up the building parameters trough the touch screen
SB

TV display

VB
SP Action 1: provide the service

Action 2: define templates of the TV display

BP Action 1: validate and feed the TV display with information
SB Action 1: give additional energy information (good tips, etc…)

SMS

VB
SP

Action 1: Provide the automatic alarm system.
Action 2: Set up the messages to the responsible users.

BP

Action 1: Set up and modify some mail information addressed to the staff building the
messages to the responsible users.

SB
Mobil
APP

VB
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SB Action 1: has to download the application

Common. equipment
Control infrastructure

METERING & CONTROL

Metering
infrastructure

COMMUNICATION

VB
SP Action 1: Provide all devices to ensure meters and system communications.
Action 2: Check the communication system during the service period.
Action 1: Follow the correct work of the communication system during the service

BP period.
Action 2: In some cases provide the communication system.

SB
VB
SP

Action 1: Provide all meters and components to ensure the data collections for each
throughout the period of service.

BP Action 1: Validate the meter position and installation with the SP.
SB Action 1: Equipment maintenance
VB

SP

Action 1: Provide all devices to ensure the (manual or automatic) control in each
building.
Action 2: Setup the initial control in each building.
Action 3: Train users in proper use control devices.
Action 4: Check and ensure the correct work of the controls devices during the service
period.

BP

Action 1: Validate the control system installation with the SP.
Action 2: User training

SB Action 2: Equipment maintenance

Zone Control
Infrastructure

VB

3.4.2

SP

Action1: Check the measurement system to ensure that it works properly throughout the
period of service.

BP
SB
VB

Business Process Models

A business process is a collection of related, structured activities or tasks that produce a specific
functionality required. This view supports the product manager and the developer in order to
understand the system action workflow in a detailed way.
The primary goal of BPM is to provide a notation that is readily understandable by all business
users, from the business analysts that create the initial drafts of the processes, to the technical
developers responsible for implementing the technology that will perform those processes, and
finally, to the business people who will manage and monitor these processes. Thus, BPMN creates
a standardised bridge for the gap between the business process design and process
implementation.
Each process model fully depicts a use case that has been designed for the SMARTSPACES
service as described in D1.2. In general, most process models extend the amount of detail of a use
case. A process model might include a chain of events which only reflect the solution at one
particular site. Hence, process models contain as much detail as possible and reflect all
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approaches covered in SMARTSPACES as long the chain of events of one site does not contradict
the chain of events at all other applicable sites. Only in these rare cases details are to be dropped
in order to establish a SMARTSPACES process model set.
Process models for SMARTSPACES have to cover the necessities of eleven pilot sites covering
very differing approaches and systems. In order to simplify the structure for the reader and to
simplify the traceability of requirements among the many different approaches the following
principles have been applied to process models:


Chronological approach – the process models are oriented on a time line (from left to right);



All tasks or activities are assigned to one of the actor types;



Complex tasks/processes can be modelled in a hierarchical fashion (e.g., with Sub-Processes);



The notation can make use of colours to suit the purpose of the modeller or tool;



The BPMN elements can be of any size to suit the purpose of the modeller or tool;



“Simplicity in modelling” approach:
o

New modelling elements are introduced only if there’s no way of modelling a process
with the basic elements.

o

If there are different ways of modelling a task or method, the most simple is chosen to
minimise the size of the process.

All pilot sites checked whether at least one path of the process model is applicable for their
planned services or not, should this not have been the case the process model was modified until
all pilot sites were represented by the process model in question. The numeration and reference of
each process model directly refers to the reference used for use cases and remains unaffected
allowing for pilot sites to add any new process model at any point in time. In fact, the individual pilot
sites do not necessarily have the same set of process models depending on the focus of the
proposed service.

Assumptions for user profiles
To reduce the complexity of process models and simplify the notation (paths) of each process
model the following assumption is made for user profiles.
The right and their access to the system of all core target groups can be described as a pyramid.
The higher the user is located on the pyramid, the smaller is the number of use cases and process
models applicable for this user. Vice-versa, the lower a user is on the pyramid the greater the
access to the system.
It is assumed that users further down on the pyramid also have access to all use cases and
process models available to any user higher in the pyramid. Hence, though professionals are not
listed in the paths of a use case or in the pools of a process model for visitors, the professional is
yet able to perform the very same use case and process by communicating with the system. The
following figure depicts the pyramid.
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Exhibit 57 – User profile pyramid

Visitors (V)
Individuals are users who are in the building, frequently or rarely, for long or short stays, from
museum visitors to school pupils, crèche parents and hospital patients.
Visitors rarely have immediate access to the system itself but are rather supplied with information
prepared particularly for their purpose (e.g. displays in entry halls, posters, social media etc.).
Visitors have limited influence on the consumption of a building but have some choices (e.g. taking
the lift or the stairs).
The focus of use cases and process models for visitors is on awareness raising and knowledge
that might be replicated elsewhere (e.g. at home).
Exhibit 58 – Visitor Building Business Process Models

Staff (S)
Building users are employed to work in a building but are not building professionals. A staff user
can be an office worker or a teacher.
Often staff users occupy the same space and control the environment on a local level (e.g.
thermostats, windows). Hence, they are able to extract and research information from the system
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to actively adapt their behaviour and consumption patterns. The system might support users by
tracking their consumption patterns and providing interfaces to control or plan consumption.
The focus of use cases and process models is on information, awareness-raising, behaviour
change, control and occasionally feedback. Savings shall be achieved in the pilot site but could
also be replicated elsewhere (e.g. at home).
Exhibit 59 – Staff Building Business Process Models

Professionals (P)
The role of professional users is to manage energy consumption in the building or remotely for
several buildings. Depending on the system and strategy at the pilot site this might be anyone from
city energy managers to caretakers or janitors. In all cases, certain training and knowledge of the
system and /or the connected devices is assumed.
The focus of use cases and process models is on information, control, maintenance, feedback,
automation and, in some cases, awareness-raising and behavioural changes. Savings shall be
achieved in the pilot site and could also be replicated elsewhere, including other comparable
buildings, as a result of lessons learnt.
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Exhibit 60 – Building professional Business Process Models

Service provider (SP)
The service provider offers the service and is responsible for the operation of the system itself. At
some sites, there might be a certain overlap of users acting both as service providers and
professionals, which are then determined by the responsibility in the particular use case.
Per definition the focus of use cases and process models covers all areas above as well as
general management and support and replication at other sites. Savings shall be achieved in the
pilot site and service improvements and lessons learnt should benefit future replications.
Exhibit 61 – Service Provider Business process models
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UFS Business Process Models
The User facing services (UFS) are directed to users in order to provide effective means of
communication aiming to achieve more user awareness in the use of energy resources, with the
final objective to produce savings and reduce consumption. These services are principally Energy
Decision Support and Awareness Services (EDSS), but the messaging and the information sharing
in the developed services can also be involved in Energy Management Services (EMS).
In the next table the completed list of BPM that can explain the relations that each user has with
the SMARTSPACES system and their applications is presented.
Exhibit 62 – USF common Use Case and Business Process models definition.

User 1st
level

Use Case
Name

Visitor

Awareness

Visitor

Resource
Awareness

Visitor

Action
Awareness

Visitor

Interaction

Visitor

Get visitor
access

Visitor

Subscribe
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Summary
One of the main goals that the SMARTSPACES service aims to achieve is to raise
awareness among users about energy efficiency in buildings and efficient
management of resources.
One of the services offered in SMARTSPACES covers efficient use of electricity.
Therefore, awareness and access to information about electricity savings in the
building is of great importance to all users. This use case covers ways of raising
resource efficiency (e.g. electricity, heating, water). It is assumed that all media can
be also displayed on a monitor (e.g. TV) or in static form on a poster etc.
Users (especially visitors) have limited influence on the environmental variables on
consumption of public buildings. However, in some cases users have choices (e.g.
lifts or stairs); one action or behaviour can be environmentally superior to the other
(e.g. running water while washing hands). Energy awareness information can help
to avoid unnecessary resource consumption and in some case even optimise the
performance of the building (e.g. closing entry door).
The user should be stimulated to not just communicate passively with the
SMARTSPACES service, but be involved actively (e.g. by being encouraged to input
information or share information with others through the system’s interface). The
user should be able to share information, get advice, explore certain content,
subscribe for more information on a chosen topic, etc. Interaction with the
SMARTSPACES services is enabled through a human-computer interface (HCI). This
could be a normal PC or laptop, but also special vendor machines and stations with
the necessary equipment to input and receive information (data), which are
positioned throughout the building.
A visitor should be stimulated to not just communicate passively with the
SMARTSPACES service, but be involved actively (e.g. by being encouraged to input
information or share information with others through the system’s interface). In
order to give the visitor this kind of involvement, a means of identification is
required. Example: a patient in a hospital is treated as a visitor, yet he may stay for
a longer period and wish to be more involved in the SMARTSPACES system by
recommending it to friends via e-mail or using social networks on the spot. He will
then need access to the system that is not usually given to any visitor.
A part of the active communication is the request for information. This is the case
when the user is interested in a specific aspect of the SMARTSPACES service or
information thereof and wishes to receive regular information by subscribing, e.g.
for a monthly newsletter by mail.
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Visitor

Share

Visitor

Give feedback

Visitor

Get advice

Visitor

Explore

Visitor

Register

Staff

Log-in

Staff

Consumption
Activity

Staff

Benchmark
Consumption

Staff

View Report

Staff

Export
Consumption
Information

Active interaction includes the user sharing information with other people / friends,
a process that has become a big part of today’s online communication. Along with
showing information related to energy efficiency awareness and decision support,
the SMARTSPACES service should therefore be able to give the user the
opportunity to ’spread the word’ by sharing this with others and thus raising
awareness beyond the boundaries of a single building or enclosed space.
An excellent way of more involvement of the users is to give them the ability to
contribute by giving opinions through comments, guest books, etc. The system
should therefore present uses with the appropriate means to enter such
information using ICT.
One of the main goals that the SMARTSPACES service aims to achieve is to give
advice to users on how to improve energy efficiency in the building and in their
homes. In today’s modern world, such advice and awareness can be done using a
variety of tools – visualisation, voice, interactive communication, etc.
The user is offered different ways of receiving information through the
SMARTSPACES services. However, defined here are the basic methods that the
system should offer.
In order to view and receive personalised information as well as actively engage in
using the SMARTSPACES services, the user should be able to register and then log
in to the service portal/website.
In order to view and receive personalised information as well as actively engage in
using the SMARTSPACES services, the user should be able to log-in with a unique ID
and password.
Unlike a normal visitor, the user has extended access to consumption of the
building and/or his zone and can perform various activities.
The user shall be able to benchmark consumption of either periods or spaces . By
correcting for certain parameters the user is able to compare different selections in
an output format. The possible options for selection can be provided by system
and/or free user research (e.g. two different buildings).
The system generates a standardised output in form of a report. The user should be
able to view one or different outputs on consumption and other data related to the
SMARTSPACES services as part of the portal and/or generated for print/mail etc.
The user wants to analyse or us the information to show the building’s
performance to his colleague or others. He receives this information by requesting
to export a report he’s viewing.

Staff

Public buildings are not constantly occupied and even if a BEMS is in place. Not
knowing when the building will be in use, professionals cannot make sure that only
Plan Occupancy the minimum amount of resources is consumed. The user can help by planning
occupancy (e.g. school room booking and events on the weekend) and allow
professionals to choose the optimal consumption schedule (e.g. heating).

Staff

In buildings running the SMARTSPACES services energy related events occur
constantly and are logged by the system in real time for later analysis and real-time
visualisation (e.g. event control room). The events can be displayed to the user
Event Reaction expecting a reaction (e.g. a problem in area X is detected and the nearest staff
member is asked to investigate). Staff users and above can receive and provide
information on events (e.g. dashboard mail)thus helping to save energy.

Staff
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Manage
Personal
Settings

Unlike a normal visitor, the user is actively involved in the use of the SMARTSPACES
services and can influence certain settings and service functions. The system should
be capable of storing them so that they can be easily restored by the user who,
again unlike visitors, spends regular amount of time in the building for long periods.
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Configure
Personalised
Dashboard

Staff

Staff

Unlike a normal visitor, the user usually occupies the same space and can control
the environment on a local level, i.e. he is interested in specific data that he may
want to see regularly and may not like to collate every time. Therefore, the system
should offer personalised dashboards containing information chosen by the user
that can be shown every time the user logs into the system (i.e. saved settings).

Unlike a visitor, a user has the opportunity to communicate with an energy coach
Energy Coach to better track his consumption patterns or control and plan consumption.
Communication Therefore, the system should provide appropriate interface for these actors to
communicate efficiently.

Diagrams for the most important User Facing BPM are developed below, by way of example. The
selected BPM are those that are the most common used for all pilot sites and that properly
represent the most outstanding services offered by SMARTSPACES systems. If more information
about BPM is required, see deliverable D2.1 of this project.

Awareness
Exhibit 63 – Awareness Business Process Model
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Get Advice
Exhibit 64 – Get Advice Business Process Model

Benchmark Consumption
Exhibit 65 – Benchmark Consumption Business Process Model
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Energy Coach Communication
Exhibit 66 – Energy Coach Communication Business Process Model

Building and Central Applications Business Process Models
The Building and Central Applications, in other words, the Back Office of the SMARTSPACES
applications, are the part which sometimes is invisible to the final user, but is necessary for the
whole system operation. It is usually implemented in an internal interface within the web portal
accessible for the system administrator or service manager. The Back Office also provides the
EMS addressed to the building managers, the energy manager or the maintenance staff.
As in the previous section, here the BPM list explains the relationship that each user has with BCA
services.
Exhibit 67 – BCA common Use Case and Business Process models definition.

User 1st
level

Use Case Name

Summary

Staff

Change Zone
Settings

The user should be able to actively interact with the SMARTSPACES services by being
given the ability to control certain settings that concern him.

Professional

Manage Content

Professional

Add Content
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Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
add and update all content related to the building, information, news, etc.
Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
add and update all content related to the building, information, news, etc.
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Professional

Update Content

Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
add and update all content related to the building, information, news, etc.

Professional

Delete Content

Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
add and update all content related to the building, information, news, etc.

Professional

Building
Administration

Professional

Add New User

Professional

Manage Alarms

Professional

Update Building
Configuration

Professional Manage Schedules

Professional

Metering
Equipment
Administration

Professional

Register new
Metering
Equipment

Professional

Metering
Equipment Report

Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
add new users to the database and give them permissions, view all the available
meters and their status, manage the building configuration, etc.
Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
add new users to the database and give them permissions (assign user groups).
Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. Unlike
“Event Reaction”, users can manage the alarms from afar, for example, by turning
off lights remotely or controlling the affected area in some other way (also
remotely).
Professional users have a very broad access to the SMARTSPACES services. They can
change settings in the building The user should be able to actively interact with the
SMARTSPACES services by being given the ability to control certain resource settings
that concern him.
Scheduling in the SMARTSPACES service context allows for predefined rules and
plans to be carried out automatically by the system allowing for more remote access
possibilities and a higher level of automated tasks. Professional users can define
these rules and thus create schedules for zones or the entire building.
One of the main ideas behind the SMARTSPACES services is the use of new
technology to achieve enormous reduction in energy consumption. In this sense, the
user should be able to be in control and receive information about the installed
meters (heating, electricity) in the building and their functionality.
The SMARTSPACES services should allow for addition and registration of new
metering equipment to be carried out so that extending the system to new users or
for regular meter changes due to national calibration decrees is possible. The status
of the equipment (connected/disconnected) should be clearly visible.
The SMARTSPACES services should allow for specialised users to control meters
remotely by activating/deactivating them (i.e. changing their status).

Activate/Deactivate The SMARTSPACES services should allow for specialised users to be able to receive
an overview of the installed metering equipment in the building and react to
Professional
Metering
possible underperformance or issue occurrences.
Equipment
Service
Provider
Service
Provider
Service
Provider
Service
Provider
Service
Provider

Service availability implies that the SMARTSPACES service should always be available

Service Availability regardless of hardware, software or user fault. For this to be achieved, different
techniques are used – e.g. regular backups and fault prediction.
Service accessibility implies that the SMARTSPACES service should always be
Service Accessibility available regardless of hardware, software or user fault. For this to be achieved ,
different techniques are used – e.g. regular backups and fault prediction.
The service provider manages the network through which the SMARTSPACES
Network
services are running. He has the ability to perform regular diagnostics to determine
Management and vulnerable areas and possible future issues and has an overview of all network
Diagnostic
devices (routers, switches) and can track their performance.
The service provider manages the network through which the SMARTSPACES
Domain Operations services are running. He has the ability to perform regular diagnostics to determine
vulnerable areas, possible future issues, etc.
The service provider manages all aspects of the SMARTSPACES services. He can
Storage
manage the storage on which the services are deployed and running and undertake
Maintenance
actions to make the performance better, manage the content, etc.
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BEMS

BEMS

BEMS

BEMS

BEMS

Multi-level
lighting/Dimming

Allowing for different levels of lighting may save energy, either initiated by the user
or automatically (e.g. sensor detection).

Daylight Harvesting is the term used in sustainable architecture and the building
controls and active day lighting industries for a control system that reduces the use
Daylight harvesting of artificial lighting with electric lamps in building interiors when natural daylight is
available, in order to reduce energy consumption.
Motion sensors are often used in indoor spaces to control electric lighting. If no
Occupancy/Vacancy motion is detected, it is assumed that the space is empty, and thus does not need to
be lit. Turning off the lights in such circumstances can save substantial amounts of
Sensing
energy.
A strong and proven way of influencing the user’s behaviour is to sound direct
alarms (e.g. using red/green LEDs next to windows, playing a message/sound) when
Visual Incentive
a parameter is out of its defined measuring tolerance (e.g. turn red lights next to
windows if the room temperature is less than 18° Celsius).
Peaks in the consumption can occur as certain times of the day. Peaks can lead to
additional costs for municipalities depending on the contract with the electricity
provider. Peaks can also be a danger for the sensitive equipment in the building.
Peak Control
Usually, peaks can be controlled on the demand side by sending command to
appliances that can store energy (e.g. heat or cold) or on the supply side by actively
controlling short-term energy storage or micro-generation devices.

BEMS

Peak Prevention

BEMS

Peak Shaving
Demand

BEMS

Peak Shaving
Supply

If the system is able to measure consumption on high detail it could be enabled to
predict future peaks. Peaks can be avoided by starting certain appliances before
and/or after the peak time allowing for deactivation of the very same appliances.
If the system is able to measure consumption in (almost) real-time, the system can
detect occurring peaks and shave them by reducing demand for a short period of
time.
If the system is able to measure consumption in (almost) real-time, the system can
detect occurring peaks and shave them by supplying additional energy from shortterm storage facilities (e.g. spinning wheels, batteries).

As in the previous section, diagrams for the most important BCA BPM are developed below. The
selected BPM are those that are the most common used for all pilot sites and that properly
represent the most outstanding services offered by SMARTSPACES systems. If more information
about BPM is required, see deliverable D2.1 of this project.
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Manage content
Exhibit 68 – Manage Content Business Process Model
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Building Administration
Exhibit 69 – Building Administration Business Process Model
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Network Management and Diagnostic
Exhibit 70 – Network Management and Diagnostic Business Process Model

Daylight Harvesting
Exhibit 71 – Daylight Harvesting Business Process Model

3.5 Scenarios
Scenarios or Use Cases are the cross-point between the 4 views of the common framework and
allow a common view between the functional requirement and the process models.
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Exhibit 72 – Scenarios

Aspects covered by the scenarios view
Use cases for SMARTSPACES have to cover the necessities of eleven pilot sites covering very
differing approaches and systems. In order to simplify the structure for the reader and to simplify
the traceability of requirements among the many different approaches the following principles will
be applied to use cases:


All use cases are grouped by the actor type;



The main logical use case group (parent) describes several other use cases:
o

Parent use cases are limited to the following elements:


defining a common goal to be achieved by extending use cases;



describing which use cases extend the parent;



collecting shared requirements of child use cases.

Grouping of use cases shall not be interpreted as a hierarchy in itself. They are used to limit the
complexity of diagrams and avoid repetitions. Furthermore, they simplify the traceability of
requirements.

Notations and standards
All use cases share the description format in a tabular form with specific fields (e.g. id, name, actor,
summary, base flow, etc.). In the SMARTSPACES framework the Scenario View adopts the UML
use case description language to describe the user histories

Role of Use Cases in SMARTSPACES
Access to energy management services (EMS) is mostly restricted to professional users and the
service provider. Only in a few pilot specific cases the staff users might be able to truly manage the
energy demand (e.g. in their office room).
The scenarios are in some sense an abstraction of the most important requirements. They play a
cross role, putting it all together.
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Exhibit 73 – Logical process to achieve Use case and Process models

Use cases are the cross point between requirements and process view. There are as many use
cases as there are process models. Then, the process and the Use Case list are presented in
section 4.2 Process View of this document. For more information on Use Cases and the pilot
application, see deliverable D1.2 of this project.
In the table below an overview of the most common Use Cases is presented. As is explained in
previous sections there is a hierarchy of Use Cases, i.e. a Use Case for visitors can also be a Use
Case for all the other higher level users.
Looking at this table makes it easy to get an idea of the various services offered by
SMARTSPACES systems, which is the way forward to offer them and what is the role of each user
within the system.
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Exhibit 74 – Use Cases Overview
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4

Pilot implementation

This chapter presents the implementation of the framework for each pilot site. Given the limitations
of the document, only the key information is being repeated. More details can be found in
deliverables D1.1 (requirements), D1.2 (requirements and use cases), D2.1 (process models) and
D3.1 (architecture). The chapter follows the same order as the framework documentation.
The advantage of having such a large number of pilot sites is that there are a variety of different
situations and scenarios in which to test a variety of SMARTSPACES solutions. This chapter
details these different solutions, using the Common Framework outlined in Chapter 3. This will then
form the basis for evaluation of these different solution (WP7), and the guide for replication (WP8).

4.1 Development view
4.1.1

Conceptual development in SMARTSPACES

While all possible configurations are described in chapter 3, the following tables present the
technical partners' choices for their SMARTSPACES solutions. The tables are structured by layer,
module and component. The Layers are as detailed in Exhibit 7 (Conceptual application
architecture scheme). An “x” identifies whether the pilot site has chosen the particular component.
An “-“ indicates that the site has not reported. Empty cells indicate that the site – for the moment –
has no plans to use this component.
The Presentation layer represents the front-end to the user. The table shows clearly that most of
the pilot sites use common modules. Basics for the system will be the implementation of Energy
analysis components, administration and communication with the user. In each module the
principal components needed for the minimum set of functionality can be identified. Dashboards
and Invoice modules are optional for the minimum set, but are implemented by the newest
systems.
The Service layer will be enabled at all pilot sites.
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Birmingham

Bristol

Hagen

Istanbul

Leicester

Lleida

Milan

Moulins

Murcia

Venlo

Device Administration

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

User Administration

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Meteo Administration

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Elements Administration

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Module

UI admin

Layer

Belgrade

Exhibit 75 – Overview of pilot site Presentation Layer

Component

x

x
x

UI energy

x

x

Document Administration

x

Dashboard Administration

x

KPI's

x

x

x

x

x

Benchmarking

x

x

x

x

x

Comparative

x

x

x

x

x

Tracking

x

x

x

x

x

Data Helper

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Data Quality

x

UI
UI energy
invoice
Coach

Modeling
E-Mail

UI
Dashboard
and reports

Presentation Layer

x
x

Email and template
Invoice Administration
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x

Invoice

x

Dashboard export

x

Tracking

x

Alarms

x

Internal Message System
SMS

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

Invoice Analysis

x

Cost Accounting

x

x

x

x

x

x

Cost - Energy Consumption

x

x

x

x
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Bristol

Hagen

Istanbul

Leicester

Lleida

Milan

Murcia

Venlo

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Data Retrieve

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Acces control

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Display adapter

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Acces control

x

x

x

Data
Mobile Apps Display Export
API
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Component

x

x

x

Gauges
Mobile apps Services

Moulins

Birmingham

Acces control

Module

CMMS Tv Display

Service Layer

Layer

Belgrade

Exhibit 76 – Overview of pilot site Service Layer

x

x

x

x

Building Data

x

Contain Mangement

x

Public Informations

x

Friendly Gauges and incentive

x

Access Control

x

Display data adapter

x
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Alarm agents
Alarm administration
Data import
Operation Components

Invoice Analysis
Cost accounting
Cost- Energy consumption
Document administration
Document export
Document Definition
Picture administration
Works Order
Energy Coaching

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Venlo

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

Milan

x
x
x

Bristol

x
x

Murcia

x
x

x
x

Moulins

x
x
x
x
x

Leicester

x
x

Lleida

Invoice Administration
Device Administration
User Administration
Meteo Administration
Elements Administration
Meteo Data Mapping
Meter Device Data Mapping
Validation
Estimation
Editing
KPI's
Benchmarking
Comparative
Tracking
Profiles
Modeling
Event Detection
Exception Management
Data Helper
Email
Internal Messages
SMS

x
x

Istanbul

Device Settings
Device Control

Hagen

Admin
MDMS
Data Analysis
Invoice Scheduling Alarm Notification
CMMS

DMS

Business Layer
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Component

Birmingham

Module

Device

Layer

Belgrade

Exhibit 77 – Overview of pilot site Business Layer

x
x
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x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

-

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Data Adapter
Data Service
Helper Agent
DATABASES

Data Layer

Data adapter Schneider
Data adapter Hermes
Data adapter Dexma
Generic Data adapter
data adapter Dynamat
SmartServer
Energy Wise Cisco
Service Api
Service Settings
MDMS optimized functions

EM.DB
Dynamat
Meter Database
External Data Source system
Application Database

Hagen

Istanbul

Leicester

Lleida

Milan

Moulins

Murcia

Venlo

Data Application
Time Series

Bristol

Component

Birmingham

Module

Data Acces

Layer

Belgrade

Exhibit 78 – Overview of pilot site Data Layer
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4.2 Deployment view
The deployment view summarises the hardware installed across all pilot sites in tabular form. This
chapter should be considered as an overview. Detailed hardware descriptions and graphical
representations are part of D3.1.

4.2.1

Configuration overview

The configuration seen below, show that most sites use two servers for the application and a
sensor network extended by servers in some cases.
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2 server

x

x

x

x

Data Collecting
System

Venlo

Murcia

x
x

x

x

x
x

3 server
Open Data Server

Moulins

Milan

Lleida

Leicester

Istanbul

Hagen

Bristol

x

1 server

x

x
x

dcs - server
dcs - sensor network

x

dcs - utility server

x

AMR

4.2.2

Birmingham

Structure

Application
Side

Layer

Belgrade

Exhibit 17 – Resume Deploy setting

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

Architecture levels overview

The pilot site information is collected and summarised below. This information, as is commented in
previous section, is presented grouped by each top architecture level.

Application
The application at deployment level is collected for all pilot-sites.

Data and Servers
This part describes the physical hardware (servers), operating systems and frameworks over which
the data bases and the application are built. The different scenarios of deployment are described.
The Data and Application Server technically can be deployed on the same machine or onto
different machines. Basically, there exist two scenarios for deployment, as shown in the following
figures.
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Exhibit 79 – Data and servers possible configurations

Data server

-

Application server

Database: Oracle
Scalability: Yes
Security: Data Encryption, firewalls,
Access control

Application Server: Tomcat 6
Web Server: Apache 2
Technology: Java
Security: Data Encryption, firewalls, access control

Two different servers used for Data and Applications.

Database: XX
Scalability: Yes/No
Security: XX
Web Server: Type
Technology: XX

Data and application
server

Only one server for Data and Application

Finally, all pilot sites of SMARTSPACES have chosen the option to have two different servers, one
for Data and another for the Application.

Characteristics
Data Server
The database server stores data maintained by the database system application. More specifically,
the database tier contains the data server files and database executable that physically store the
tables, indexes, and other database objects for the system.
The system may have to satisfy performance, availability, or scalability requirements in order to
store and manage a very big quantity of data series. This decision is influenced by different
conditions, like the operating system and Data Base Application (DBA).
The following are the minimum requirements for SMARTSPACES services:
HARDWARE





Multi-core (real or virtual)
2 GB
250 GB
RAID/ NO RAID(apparently not significant)

Processor
Ram memory
Data
Disk Controller

SOFTWARE
 Windows/Unix/Linux (no apparent limits)
Operating System
 Microsoft SQL/My SQL/PostgreSQL (no apparent limits) Data Base Management Server
Application Server
The system may have to satisfy performance, availability, or scalability requirements in order to
serve big quantity of connection and data calculation. This decision is influenced by different
conditions, like the operating system and Web Server Application.
Minimum requirements:
HARDWARE



Multi-core (real or virtual)
3GB
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37.7 GB
RAID/ NO RAID (apparently not significant)

Application
Disk controller

SOFTWARE






Windows/Unix/Linux (no apparent limits)
SQL server 2008 My SQL (no apparent limits)
Apache-Tomcat/ IIS (no apparent limits)
Pyramid/.Net/ Java (no apparent limits)
C++, VisualStudio.Net, JAVA, Python (no apparent limits)

Operating System
Data Base Management Server
Web Server
Framework
Programming language

Overviews of servers characteristics used by pilot sites are shown in the following table:
Exhibit 80 – Overview of pilot sites data and server solutions

Server Info

Hardware
Software
Hardware
Software

Application server

Data server

CPU

Belgrade
Intel Xeon
E5620 2.40GHz

28GB
3x 146GB 10k
DISKS
SAS
DISKS
(RAID
CONTROLER 0/1/1+0/5/5+0)

RAM

Birmingham

Bristol

Hagen

-

Quad Core

AMD 64 X2 Dual
Core 3400+

-

8GB

2 GB

Intel Xeon
Processor
E5645
12 GB

-

1TB

2 x 25 GB

2 x 300GB

-

Hardware RAID
mirroring

SCSI

SAS/SATA

Linux

Windows 2008

OS

Windows 2008

-

Windows
Server 2008 R2

DBMS

Microsoft SQL
SERVER 2008

SQL SERVER

SQL SERVER

CPU

Intel Xeon
E5420 2.50GHz

RAM
DISKS

12GB
3x 146GB 10k
SAS

Quad Core
8GB

Istanbul

Microsoft SQL
SERVER 2008
Intel Xeon
AMD Dual-Core
Processor
E5645
2 GB
12 GB
MYSQL

1TB

2 x 20GB

2 x 300GB

DISKS
CONTROLER

RAID

Hardware RAID
mirroring

SCSI

SAS/SATA

OS

Windows

Windows
Server 2008 R2

Linux

Windows 2008

DBMS

SQL SERVER
2008

SQL Server

MYSQL

Microsoft SQL
SERVER 2008

WEB SERVER
IIS
FRAMEWOR
.NET
Framework 3.5
K
P.
C#
LANGUAGE
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IIS7
.NET
Framework

Apache

IIS server

WEP2PY

.NET

VB.NET

Python

.NET
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Liecester

Lleida

Milan

Moulin

-

INTEL XEON
4 GB
2 x 350 GB

Intel® Xeon®
2 GB
2 x 400 GB

Intel Atom
16 GB
250 GB

-

NO RAID

RAID

OS

-

LINUX

UNIX

DBMS

mySQL 5.0.45

POSTGRESQL

MYSQL

CPU

AMD Opteron

INTEL XEON

Intel® Xeon®

RAM

3.0 GiB (Virtual)

4 GB

4 GB

64 GB

DISKS

37.7 GiB
(Virtual)

2 x 350 GB

1 x 350 GB

1.500 GB

NO RAID

NO RAID

WINDOWS

UNIX

Hardware

Software

Hardware

Server Info
CPU
RAM
DISKS
DISKS
CONTROLER

Software

Application server

Data server
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DISKS
CONTROLER
OS

Ubuntu 10.04
(2.6.32-41generic)

DBMS

mySQL

WEB SERVER
FRAMEWOR
K
P.
LANGUAGE

Murcia

VIRTUAL CPU
64 GB
1.500 GB
SATA Disk
SATA
Controller
LINUX. CentOS
WINDOWS XP
5 32-bits
Internet Server
DOMOOV
Mysql
PLATFORM
VIRTUAL CPU

Venlo
SQL SERVER

SATA Disk
Controller
LINUX. CentOS
5 32-bits
Internet Server

Apache2

SQL SERVER
2008 R1
IIS 7.5

TOMCAT 5.5

Apache-Tomcat

Pyramid

.NET 4

JAVA6

ZK

Python

VISUAL STUDIO
.NET

JAVA

Java-AJAX

Mysql

Connectivity
Connectivity level provides the communication assets needed to join the Data Collecting System
(DCS) with the Data Server; it is a key technology factor for the EMS, EDSS and EIS used in
SMARTSPACES.
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Exhibit 81 – Connectivity using gateway

Each pilot site implements a variant of this general scheme. The Connectivity System must
guarantee:


Security



Integrity



Bidirectional communication

The communication is assured by gateways. A gateway (or router) is capable of integrating
multiple building systems. Without a common communications protocol, the EMS and EDSS
cannot communicate with the DCS. In this case, a gateway is required to translate the protocols
and integrate multiple systems used by the EMS and EDSS. If all the systems to be controlled are
using the same protocol, a router, which is less expensive than a gateway, can be used to
integrate the systems. Communication between systems may be monitoring-only or monitoringand-control. Communication between an EMS and EDSS and the Internet is accomplished through
standard communications pathways including Ethernet, telephone line, or wireless communication.
Different types of protocols and interfaces communications will be used by SMARTSPACES pilot
sites. Below a resume of these is shown for each pilot site:
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Type
Connectivity

Exhibit 82 – Overview of pilot sites connectivity solutions

Element
Connectivity

Connectivity 2

Connectivity 1

link
DSS connectivity
device

Belgrade

Birmingham

Bristol

Electricity utility
company to Spaces
server

Meters to Data
Server

Meters to Data
Meter server to
Server
Data server

Data Server

Data Server

N/A

Communication
Protocol

SOAP/JSON

Security protocol

VPN, Access control

FTP

Transport protocol

TCP/IP

TCP/IP Network

DCS connectivity
device

N/A

Device

Web Service
(provided by utility)

link

Water utility company
to Spaces server

DSS connectivity
device
DSS Connectivity
application
Communication
Protocol

Data Server
N/A
SOAP/JSON

Security protocol

VPN, Access control

Transport protocol

TCP/IP

DCS connectivity
device

N/A

DCS Connectivity
Application

Web Service
(provided by utility)
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OpenVPN
TCP/IP

N/A

VPN-Router
Proprietary
service
application

FTP

Data and
Application
Server

Data server
Private client
ADS/AMS-Agent server
(private service application,
application)
Bacnet IP

Access control
TCP/IP

Application

Istanbul

Data Server

External Supplier Email/FTP
Server Application client/Web
services
Email/FTP/Web
SOAP/JSON
ADS/AMS
services

DSS Connectivity
application

DCS Connectivity
Application

Data server

Hagen

TCP/IP
VPN : Virtual
Private Network
Ethernet
Siemens
Gateway
Converter IEC
or MODBUS
Application
server

Data Sever to
Application
Server
Application
Server
Web2py DBMConnectivity
Raw SQL
SSH
(if Data
Server is not on
the same
computer)
TCP/IP
(if Data
Server is not on
the same
computer)
Linux-Firewall (if
Data Server is
not on the same
computer)
MySQL DBS
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Element
Connectivity

Connectivity 1

link
DSS connectivity
device
DSS Connectivity
application

Leicester

Lleida

Milan

Application server
to Dynamat data
server

Electric Utility meter Private Router to
to SERVER
App Server

Application server

Data Server

Data Server

Smartspaces data
harvesting agent

Service Consumer
Agent

Private client server
application

Moulin Murcia

Tablet to Server
-

-

Communication
Protocol

Ethernet

Security protocol VPN

IEC 870-5-102

SOAP

VPN

HTTPS
TCP/IP

Transport

ODBC

TCP/IP

DCS connectivity
device

Internal LAN router

Electric Utility meter
IP GATEWAY
with modem

-

Data Server

Connectivity 3

Connectivity 2

link
DSS connectivity
device
DSS Connectivity
application
Communication
Protocol
Security protocol

Web Service
WEB SERVICE
(provided by utility) APPLICATION
DexGate to Data
server

Private Router to
EnergyWise Router

Data Server

Data Server

Service Consumer
Agent

Private client server
application

SOAP/JSON

EnergyWise

Access control

NONE

Data Server

JSON over HTTP REST
Private API (ISO
27001)
TCP/IP

Private

TCP/IP

Android Tablet

-

TAC XENTA 511

Smartjumper
Application

-

Electrical Network
Analyser and sensor
to server

-

Tablet

Private service
application

-

Radio Protocol ZigBee

-

Transport
protocol

TCP/IP

DCS connectivity
device

Electric Utility meter ROUTER/SWITCH/IP
with modem
PHONE

DCS Connectivity
Application

WEB SERVICE
Web Service
APPLICATION
Hermes LC2 to Data Sensor to
Server
SmartServer

link
DSS connectivity
device
DSS Connectivity
application
Communication
Protocol
Security protocol
Transport
protocol
DCS connectivity
device
DCS Connectivity
Application
link

Connectivity 4

MS SQL Server

TAC XENTA 511 to
Data Server

Private Web
Privet Client server
Application with REST
app.
Web Services

-

DCS Connectivity
Application

Venlo

DSS connectivity
device
DSS Connectivity
application
Communication
Protocol
Security protocol
Transport
DCS connectivity
device
DCS Connectivity
Application
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UDP/IP
-

Data Server

Data Server

Privet Client server
app.

Private client server
application

Private

LON

VPN

NONE

TCP/IP (GPRS/GSM)

LON

Hermes LC2

SENSORS

Radio

-

Private service
Private Service
application
Application
Public data server to
Data Server
Data Server
FTP Client
FTP
VPN
TCP/IP
FTP SERVER
FTP SERVER
Application
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Data collecting
This level is responsible for collecting the data in the buildings. It is an autonomous system
architecture consisting of actuators, sensors, transmission media, secure data transmission and
messages that collect the data time series saved in a data logger.
Exhibit 83 – Data collecting level

The elements of this kind of system can be defined in:


Meter/Sensors: this component is in the end point of the system. Its responsibility is to
measure the physical quantities.



Controllers and communications: this block assures the communication and coordination
between the meters/sensors and the data collector
Exhibit 84 – from Meter to data collector scheme

There is no single way to connect the sensors/meter to the data collector.
communications ways are by:

The different

 Wireless: using no standard or standard protocol like Zigbee, RF 868MHZ, etc.
 Cable: Different protocol on Coaxial, Ethernets, M-Bus, etc.
In the SMARTSPACES project several options of data collecting have been chosen by the pilot
sites, below are presented the most common selected options.
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In the cases of Birmingham, Hagen, Milan and Murcia the option is selected to use only physical
meters that will be installed in buildings to collect the information.
In the cases of Belgrade and Lleida some physical devices will be installed in buildings - but also
some additional information, such as general consumptions or weather data, will be collected from
external servers. These external servers are the property of utility or public companies.
Finally, a group of pilots formed by Bristol and Leicester will only use information provided from
existing external servers, i.e. in these pilot sites the installation of physical devices to collect the
data generally won't be needed. Maybe Bristol will need to add some extra devices.
An overview of the pilot-site solutions is presented.
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Exhibit 85 – Overview of pilot sites devices solutions

Pilot site
Belgrade

Measured
Parameter
Heating

MBUS

Electriciy
Water

Plug-in modules
for CTS, RS232,
Modem, M-Bus,
-

Birmingham
Heating
Electricity
Gas

Bristol

Electricity
Electricity

Hagen
Istanbul

Leicester

Intracommunication
protocols

Current
Heating
Electricity
Heating
Electricity
Gas
Temperature
Water

ADS AMS
MBUS
Modbus / IEC6205621/Meter Bus

JBUS/MODBUS® in
RTU mode
Read locally, GSM,
Electricity
TCP/IP LAN modem
Stack
Temperature EmberZnet3.4.x
and Humidity (ZigBee PRO)
Gas
Pulse Magnet
RS232/RS485/MBUS
/PROFIBUS/LONW
Electricity
ORKS/BACNET/ETH
Temperature
and Humidity EnOcean, STM

Type

Registrer Heating/cooling energy
Electric general building energy
registration
Registre Flow Water

Kamstrup
GEC Electric

Multical 66C22C 1319
E43B 3C – HT5
Gas Data Logger/Programmable
polyphase meter

Register Heating/cooling energy
Register electric consumption
Programmable polyphase meter
able to display different usage

Sub-100kW meter

Register electric consumption

HoBut
Kamstrup
Siemens
Siemens

SOCOMEC
Various

CoP 5 meter

Register electric consumption
Measurement of instantaneous
Current Transformer
current
MULTICAL® 602
Register Heating/cooling energy
Ray
FullyPAC
Electronic
Sentron
Series Compact Heating Register electric consumption
Meter
Register Heating flow
Directly collected from a external server
Directly collected from a external server
Directly collected from a external server
Directly collected from a external server
Measure of all electricity parmeter,
Register and Analysis of the
Electrical Network Analyser
electricity evolution
Utility Meter

4-noks
Kromschroeder

ZED-THI-M
IN-Z31/61

IME
Thermokon

Electrical network analyzer
Room sensor with setpoint
adjustment

LON interface:
FTT10, free
topology
M-Bus, LONWork
Pulse Ouput
M-Bus
M-Bus
MOD-BUS

Thermokon
Aquametro
Aquametro
SAPPEL
SAPPEL
SOCOMEC

Outdoors sensor
Aquametro
Pulse Output
SHARKY
HYDRUS
COUNTIS

MOD-BUS RS485
2.4 GHz Radio
2.4 GHz Radio
-

NANOSENS
SMARTJUMPER
SMARTJUMPER
Schneider
Schneider

E4000
Electrical network analyzer
ZigBee
Powerlogic PM9C
DK-0200

Milan

Moulin

Murcia
Venlo

Temperature
and Humidity
Heating
Water
Heating
Water
Electricity
Temperature
/Humidity/C
Gas
Electricity
Temperature
Electricity
Heating

Basic funcions

Kamstrup
MULTICAL 601
ABB COPS 2 1998 /
2000 / 2001
Programmable Polyphase Meter
KENT PSM
1” BSP (25mm) C/W Pulse Output

GPRS/GSM
Various
Read locally, GSM,
Read
GSM, Various
CAT5 locally,
cable using
CAT5 cable using
TCP/IP LAN modem Various

Electricity

Lleida

Manufacturer

Register Electricity Consumption
Temperature and humidity
measures for indoor use
Measurement of Gas consumption
Measure of all electricity parmeter,
Register and Analysis of the
electricity evolution
Temperature and humidity
measures for indoor use
Sensor for measuring relative
humidity and temperature in
outdoor areas
Energy calculating unit
Flow sensor for heat metering
Register Heating/cooling energy
Register Water Flow
Electricity metering
Temperature, humidity, CO², COV
sensor
Gas Metering
Electricity metering
Temperature metering
Electricity metering
Energy calculating unit

The gateways, the equipment used to communicate between the device used to collect the data
and servers, used by the various pilot sites are shown in the table below.
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Exhibit 86 – Overview of pilot sites getaways solutions
Gateway/
Manufacturer
conversor

Type

Liecester
Lleida
Milan
Moulin
Murcia

Basic funtions

Gateway

British Telecom POTS

Gateway
Gateway

Mercury
Instruments
Technolog

SIP-CB Data Logger GSM GSM 24 / GPRS & TCP / IP
24
Network
Cello GSM Data Logger GSM/GPRS TCP / IP Network

Gateway

Orsis

Gateway

Various

Revenco Data Collector GPRS & TCP / IP Network
DC1020 Series B
GSM/GPRS

Gateway
Conversor

Technolog
Beckhoff

Cello GSM Data Logger
KL3403

Conversor

Beckhoff

Enable connection of M-Bus devices.

Gateway

DrayTek

M-Bus Master Terminal M-Bus (The M-Bus (Meter Bus)
KL6781
Vigor2200E-plus
VPN

Gateway

Beckhoff

embedded PC

Connection for Beckhoff I/O systems

Gateway

Siemens

Desigo TX Open

Beckhoff K-Bus, ADS/AMS over
TCP/IP, RJ45
Modbus RTU / Modbus TCP
gateway
IEC62056-21 / Bacnet IP gateway

TCP/IP Network

Gateway

Dexma

Gateway

Communication between a local servor of sensor
and a server

Conversor

4Noks

Modbus-ZigBee

GATEWAY

MICROCOM

HERMES LC2

Inputs: Modbus, Zigbee ,
868Mhz, RS232, USB 2.0, Output:
Ethernet
Input an Output: Modbus,
Zigbee
Input: Analogic, Ouput:
Ethernet/GPRS

GATEWAY

Schneider
Electrics
Themokon

TAC XENTA 511

LonWorks/Modbus/Ethernet

The TAC Xenta 511 is a web based presentation
system for LonWorks networks
Receiver for wireless sensors

GSM/GPRS TCP / IP Network
Beckhoff K-Bus

Intracomunication between devices and with
builldings and city's data center
communication between ABB COPS 2
and data server.
communication of DRESSER Roots and GEC Electric to
data server
Communication of Kent and Kanstrup equipment to
Data server
Communication of data via SMS, and communication
of bundles data to a receiver
Communication of Data to a host computer
The KL3403 Bus Terminal enables the measurement
of all relevant electrical data of the supply network.

Broadband router with the following features:
Firewall, VPN, NAT, VLAN, DynDNS

Use as M-bus master
The M-Bus physical layer is NOT supported. A
converter must be used on the
M-bus that can be controlled via RS232 or RS485. Mbus converter operated by:
RS232 RS485 bus connection: with / without bus
connection.

Don't used

Gateway

Venlo

Interfase/protocols
Don't used

Istanbul

Hagen

Bristol

Birmingham

Belgrade

Pilot Site

Lon, Transceiver FTT

Gateway

Wifi Receiver using
Enocean technology
with Lon interface
Echelon
Smart energy manager
and controller
Newron System Dogate

Gateway

SMARTJUMPER

2.4GHz radio and USB

Gateway

SMARTJUMPER RES2. Gateway

2.4GHz radio and USB

Gateway

Schneider
Electrics

LonWorks/Modbus/ Ethernet

Gateway
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Protocol converter Modbus R485 to ZigBee.
Communication between a local servor of sensor
and a server, collect the gas transmitter pulse

Modbus TCP/IP, Lonworks,
Smart energy manager and controller
Ethernet, IP, M-Bus
Modbus Ip / Modbus RS485/232 Data acquisition / Scheduling / Trending / Data
/ M-Bus Lonworks / Bacnet IP / logger / Alarming
Bacnet MS-TP / KNX-IP / KNX-TP
Radio communication between metering devices
and an Android system
Radio communication between metering devices
and an Android system
The TAC Xenta 511 is a web based presentation
system for LonWorks networks
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4.3 Logical view
The logical view collects pilot site requirements and the priorities assigned by each site. The
overview is limited to functional requirements. Further detail is presented in D1.2.

4.3.1
User
overview

Facing

Services

–

functional

requirements

In order to determine which functional requirements are common or most used, each individual
requirement was weighted in each pilots. Based on the average overall priority (chosen by users)
and the number of users that have selected each requirement, the weighted average can be
calculated by multiplying both parameters. All requirements with a higher weight than 40 were
considered “common”. The selection of the most common UFS requirements by pilot-sites is
presented in the table below.
Exhibit 87 – Functional requirements for offering User Facing Services per pilot site – overview

SITE PRIORITIES

RESULTS

Bristol

Hagen

Istanbul

Leicester

Lleida

Milan

Moulins

Murcia

Venlo

SUM

Birmingham

Average
Overall
Priority

Belgrade

Number of
Sites

R1.1.8
R1.1.11
R1.1.15

10
0
10
8
10
10
10
10

10
10
5
1
7
10
10
10

9
9
4
5
5
8
8
10

10
0
0
0
0
10
8
8

8
8
8
2
5
8
8
7

9
6
8
0
6
0
0
8

10
10
9
0
6
9
6
8

8
4
0
8
2
8
8
0

1
10
0
7
10
7
7
8

10
8
9
10
0
9
9
8

9
9
3
0
0
3
0
3

11
9
8
7
8
10
9
10

8.5
8.2
7.0
5.9
6.4
8.2
8.2
8.0

94
74
56
41
51
82
74
80

R1.1.16

10

10

10

10

6

0

0

0

0

5

8

7

8.4

59

R1.1.17

0

8

10

0

7

7

8

1

0

5

10

8

7.0

56

R1.2.
R1.2.1

10

10

10

10

8

10

10

8

5

10

10

11

9.2

101

R1.2.2
R1.2.3

10
0

5
5

10
7

10
10

8
8

0
0

8
9

8
8

5
0

7
7

10
10

10
8

8.1
8.0

81
64

R1.2.4
R1.2.5
R1.2.11
R1.2.12

0
10
0
0

10
10
10
10

2
10
10
10

10
10
8
10

8
8
10
0

0
0
0
10

0
0
0
10

8
8
8
0

5
0
0
5

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6
6
5
6

7.2
9.3
9.2
9.2

43
56
46
55

R1.2.16

0

10

10

10

7

9

0

8

5

9

5

9

8.1

73

R1.2.21

8

5

8

7

7

9

0

6

5

6

8

10

6.9

69

R1.2.22

0

5

0

5

9

5

7

8

7

7

10

9

7.0

63

R1.3.
R1.3.1

5

5

8

8

7

5

7

8

0

8

8

10

6.9

69

ID

R1.1.
R1.1.1
R1.1.2
R1.1.3
R1.1.4
R1.1.6
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R1.3.2
R1.3.4
R1.3.10

5
5
0

10
7
10

8
8
10

8
8
5

7
8
8

5
4
0

8
7
6

8
8
8

0
0
5

8
0
9

6
0
6

10
8
9

7.3
6.9
7.4

73
55
67

R1.4.
R1.4.1

8

10

9

8

10

0

9

8

8

10

9

10

8.9

89

8
8
8
0
0

1
1
10
1
1

9
9
9
9
9

8
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
7
7

0
0
0
7
7

0
0
9
0
0

8
8
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8

0
0
10
0
10

9
9
9
9
9

8
8
10
8
9

7.6
7.3
8.6
6.8
7.1

61
58
86
54
64

0

10

9

0

5

0

0

8

6

0

4

6

7.0

42

R1.5.
R1.5.1

8

1

8

8

8

0

7

8

8

0

3

9

6.6

59

R1.5.2
R1.5.7

0
6

10
10

7
7

0
0

8
10

0
0

0
7

8
8

8
0

0
0

4
4

6
7

7.5
7.4

45
52

R1.6.
R1.6.1

10

10

8

5

10

0

10

8

10

10

9

10

9.0

90

R1.6.2
R1.6.3
R1.6.4

0
10

10
10

8
8

0
5

9
8

0
0

7
10

0
8

10
10

8
10

0
9

6
10

8.7
8.8

52
88

10

10

7

5

8

0

10

8

10

10

0

9

8.7

78

R1.6.7

0

7

8

5

6

0

10

8

7

10

0

8

7.6

61

R1.6.8

0

7

6

5

0

0

0

8

7

10

0

6

7.2

43

R1.6.9

10

10

6

5

9

0

0

8

7

10

9

9

8.2

74

10

10

8

5

7

0

9

6

0

10

4

9

7.7

69

R1.8.8
R1.8.13
R1.8.16
R1.8.17

10
0
7
10
7

10
7
1
0
0

8
0
0
0
0

5
0
0
0
0

0
9
10
6
10

0
7
0
0
0

7
10
9
10
8

5
8
8
8
8

0
0
0
0
0

8
0
10
10
8

6
0
0
4
9

8
5
6
6
6

7.4
8.2
7.5
8.0
8.3

59
41
45
48
50

R1.9.
R1.9.1

8

0

8

5

9

0

8

0

0

8

8

7

7.7

54

R1.9.3
R1.9.4

8
8

0
0

7
5

5
5

9
9

0
0

8
8

0
0

0
0

8
8

8
8

7
7

7.6
7.3

53
51

R1.10.
R1.10.1
R1.10.2
R1.10.12

0
0
0

10
8
10

0
0
0

8
8
7

9
6
6

0
0
0

9
9
9

8
0
0

0
0
0

9
9
8

9
9
10

7
6
6

8.9
8.2
8.3

62
49
50

R1.11.
R1.11.1

0

5

0

0

10

0

9

8

0

10

9

6

8.5

51

R1.11.5

0

5

0

0

9

0

6

8

0

5

9

6

7.0

42

R1.4.2
R1.4.3
R1.4.4
R1.4.5
R1.4.6
R1.4.12

R1.8.
R1.8.1
R1.8.2
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R1.12.
R1.12.2

0

1

5

0

6

0

8

8

7

8

0

7

6.1

43

Deliverables D1.1 and D1.2 contain the complete information related to the requirements and their
selection.

4.3.2
Building
and
central
requirements overview

applications:

functional

The most common functional requirements used by pilot sites are documented in the following
tables:
Exhibit 88 – BCA common Functional Requirements definition.

ID

Group /
Name

Summary
Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the SMARTSPACES

R1.14.

Building
service shall allow for administering buildings.
Administration Background:

R1.14.2 Hardware
administration

The service shall enable the user to manage/configure and associate all different hardware
used to give the SMARTSPACES service in each building

R1.14.3 Meters
administration
R1.14.4 Alerts

The service shall manage/configure the technical parameters of the meters. Also will allow
each meter to be associated with the whole building or in a particular zone of the building.
The service shall enable the user to configure or modify all the data related to Alerts (see
section R1.6)
R1.14.6 Comments
The service shall enable the user to manage and share some comments. These comments will
be used to communication between the users inside the system .
R1.14.7 Periodic Reports The service shall enable the user to configure the reports format and their periodical
generation .
Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the SMARTSPACES
service shall allow for administering the portal (e.g. web-site) by professionals or the service
Portal
R1.15.
Administration provider.
R1.15.1 Buildings

Background:
The service shall be able to create/modify /erase buildings in the system

R1.15.2 Zones

The service shall be able to create/modify /erase zones in the buildings

R1.15.3 Organisations

The service shall be able to create/modify /erase organisations in the system

R1.15.5 Users

The service shall be able to create new access user for each building . Is necessary to give
different access levels for each different users.

R1.16.

Building
Auditing

R1.16.1 General
information
R1.16.2 Areas
R1.16.7 Meteorological
data
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Specifies the following requirements associated with the degree to which the SMARTSPACES
service shall allow for administering the portal (e.g. web-site) by professionals or the service
provider.
Background:
The service shall be able to collect general building information. For example: Name of
building, address, contact, typology, etc..
The service shall be able to include the square meters area for buildings or zones
The service shall be able to include the meteorological data for each building and to configure
the energy calculation with these parameters (used in benchmark) .
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Exhibit 89 – Functional requirements for offering User Facing Services per pilot site – overview
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4.4 Process view
The process view describes how users interact with the service. This section starts with an
overview across user levels before providing more detail for each user. BPMN models for all
process models are part of D2.1. Each process is linked to one use case documented in D1.2.

4.4.1

User Facing Services (UFS) overview

Each pilot site will offer various services with different interfaces and therefore, the user
participation in these services is planned differently.
To try to understand how each pilot site has planned delivery of the SMARTSPACES service, the
next table presents the interaction with the SMARTSPACES system that each user will have in
each pilot site at User Facing Service level:
Exhibit 90 – User facing services components per Users - overview
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Observed in the last table is that users have different relations, at UFS level, with the different
possible system interactions. The following describes some conclusions that can be extracted from
this table.
Service provider (SP)
The service provider can develop different roles: it can be a simple technology provider, or it can
both provide the technology and give support in the SMARTSPACES services. If the SP is just a
technology provider, they don't have interaction with the system at UFS level, this is the case in
Belgrade and Moulins.
On the other hand, when the service provider is acting also as energy consultant this user will have
an important interaction with the system at UFS level, because they need to know the building
energy status, the status of communications, and metering and control.
Building Professional (P)
The Building professional interacts with almost all subsystems at UFS level. At interface level in
almost all cases they use the entire interface, with the most important interactions with Web portals
and email. In communication level they are primarily responsible for performing checks on this
subsystem, and in metering and control level carry out actions at building level.
Staff building user (S)
The staff building has got the same UFS interaction as Building professional, the case of touch
screens can be excluded because this interaction is more related to the central control and this
user just has interaction at zone control level. At communication level the SB has a low interaction,
only in some cases the SB is responsible for checking the correct working of this level.
Building visitor (V)
The most important Visitors Building interface interaction, at UFS level, is with public screens and
posters, these types of elements are ideal for these users. It is possible to find interactions with
other interfaces such as kiosk computers, TV displays or mobile APP that are developing the same
function as public screens. VBs don’t interact at communication or metering and control level.

4.4.2

Building & Central app. (B&C) overview

The next table presents the interaction with the SMARTSPACES system that each user will have
at Building and Central application level:
Interface
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In the last table it is observed that users have different relations with the different possible system
interactions at Back Office level. The following describes some conclusions that can be extracted
from this table.
Service provider (SP)
The main function the Service Provider has is obviously to provide all necessary equipment and
software for the service. Then, as shown in the table, the service provider has interaction at
building and central application level for all pilot sites and with all levels - Interface, Communication
and Metering and Control. In some cases, as at Birmingham, some SP activities can be developed
for the Building Professional, and in other cases some activities are carried out by the metering
company (which really is also a type of Service Provider).
Building Professional (P)
The Building professional is the most important user at B&C level because, as can be observed in
the table, they have interaction with all parts of the system that each pilot site has. Depending on
the involvement of the service provider, the building professional may develop support functions for
SP, discussing some setting points, checking the correct work of all devices, etc. (e.g. Lleida).
There are some cases where the BP develops actions as an SP (e.g. Belgrade) where they are
responsible to setup the devices provided by the SP, in this case BP is supported by the building
staff.
Staff building user (S)
The Staff building users have a poor interaction at B&C level; they just have some interaction when
these users support the Building professional or in simple actions such as downloading apps or
giving some feedback to high level users (SP or BP).
Building visitor (V)
As is shown in the table the Building visitor never interacts with the system at Building and Central
application level.
In the annex 1 of this document is shown the Building and Central application for each
SMARTSPACES pilot site.

4.4.3

Process models overview

This section summarises all applicable process models for each pilot site and for each user group.
As depicted below, all process models have been deemed applicable at least in two sites. Two
thirds of all process models have been identified applicable at least in seven sites or more. Half of
all process models have been identified applicable in nine pilot sites or more.
Exhibit 91 – Frequency of process model applicability (2
Number of pilot
sites
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Exhibit 92 – Site overview of applicable process models (2
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* This process model can be considered an exception. Please see section 3.5.2 in D1.2 for more detail.

Please refer to D2.1 for further tables and summaries of results.

4.5 Scenario view
The scenario view describes how users interact with the service. Use cases are described in detail
in D1.2. Each use case is linked to one process model documented in D2.1.

4.5.1

Pilot implementation of use cases

This section summarises all applicable use cases for each pilot site and for each user group. As
depicted below, all use cases have been deemed applicable at least in two sites. Two thirds of all
use cases have been identified applicable at least in seven sites or more. Half of all use cases
have been identified applicable in nine pilot sites or more.
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Exhibit 93 – Frequency of use case applicability (2nd iteration)
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The figure below describes which use cases are applicable for each pilot site. The frequency of
use cases largely resembles the ranking of functionality requested in user groups (see requirement
priorities in D1.1.). For instance, use cases for staff users are more likely to be applicable the
further up they are listed. In turn, this reflects pilot sites trying to implement functionality which has
been asked for.
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EP

Metering Equipment
Report

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

8

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

10

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9

UC_ID

Use Case Name

x

x

Bristol

Belgrade
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Number
of Sites

UC_P_BAD_MEA_A Activate/Deactivate
CT
Metering Equipment

x

x

UC_SP_AVA

Service Availability

x

x

UC_SP_ACC

Service Accessibility

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

10

UC_SP_NET

Network
Management and
Diagnostic

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9

UC_SP_DOM

Domain Operations

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

10

UC_SP_STO

Storage Maintenance

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9

UC_BEMS_DIM

Multi-level
lighting/Dimming

x

x

x

4

UC_BEMS_DHA

Daylight harvesting

x

x

2

UC_BEMS_OCU

Occupancy/Vacancy
Sensing

x

x

x

5

UC_BEMS_VIS

Visual Incentive

x

x

UC_BEMS_PCO

Peak Control

x

x

UC_BEMS_PPR

Peak Prevention

x

x

UC_BEMS_PSD

Peak Shaving
Demand

x

x

UC_BEMS_PSS

Peak Shaving Supply

x

x

UC_BEMS_AUT*

Authorisation check

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

2
x

x

x

x

x

4
x

3

x

6
2

x

x

x

x

x

9

* This use case can be considered an exception. Please see section 3.5.2. for more detail.
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5

ANNEX

5.1 Iterative approach
The technical documentation of SMARTSPACES services is organised in two iterations (V1 and
V2). This section describes the steps taken in the first iteration and the work conducted in the
second iteration.
The motivation behind iterative approaches is to reduce risk by means of early delivery of partial
functionality, as shown in Exhibit 95. Each iteration usually focuses on one area that presents
significant risk, for instance, requirements are unclear for a complex or leading-edge element of the
system. In most iterative approaches, the individual iterations are run as accelerated development
projects in their own right, broken down into structured tasks with defined inputs and deliverables.
Exhibit 95 – Iterative process

Typically, architecture definition would form part of the analysis phase, or it could alternatively run
alongside the other tasks as an on-going activity. Our architecture definition process is in itself
iterative, which dovetails quite nicely with such methods.
The two-iteration characteristic of this project permits coordination between the partners in a twostep definition of the architecture.


Iteration 1:



Iteration 2:
improved the System Design Description introducing detailed component
description and a UML view of the system and showing the application Mock-ups.

provided a preliminary System Design Description overview.

Deployment view
The first iteration provided a conceptual architecture of the hardware nodes in a non-formal way. It
gives a first image of how the system will be implemented.
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Exhibit 96 – Deployment diagram w/out UML

In the second iteration the conceptual diagram is used as a base to build the UML deployment
diagram. In a UML deployment diagram processes and logical components are modelled as
objects, code components by the UML component symbol, and nodes by the UML symbol for
nodes.
Exhibit 97 – Example of deployment diagram in UML
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Development view
The first iteration provided top level information focusing on architectural style that defines a family
of systems in terms of a pattern of structural organization.
Exhibit 98 – Example of Development conceptual diagram

The second iteration enhances the description showing the decomposition of the system in more
detailed pieces. These pieces are modelled as UML objects and related classes.
Exhibit 99 – Example of Development UML diagram
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Logical view
The first iteration of the logical view is the complete list of the SMARTSPACES functional
requirements contained in Deliverable D1.1. The second iteration can be found in D1.2.
Exhibit 100 – Example of Functional Requirements collected

Scenarios
A first set of UML use cases has been developed in the course of WP1. Below are examples for
goal lists and tabular description of use cases. The final iteration of the UML use case set is
presented in D1.2.
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Exhibit 101 – Example of UML Use Case

Each Use Case is desribed in detail using a tabular format as seen below.
Exhibit 102 – Example of Use Case definition

UC_BP_MON_BEN Benchmark Consumption
Summary

The user wants to benchmark consumption of a given space and time. By
correcting for certain parameters the user is able to compare different time
spans in an output format.

Actors

Staff, Professional, Service Provider
1. User navigates to the benchmarking page
2. System displays page
3. User chooses space, periods and interval to visualize

Base flow

4. User chose the normalisation parameters, if any
5. User clicks to generate graph
6. System displays output
7. User chooses parameters to visualize
8. System displays adjusted output

Exception Paths
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Requirement trace

UC_BP_MON_BEN_
R1.7.3 etc.

Process view
A first set of process models has been developed in the course of WP2. Below is an example for
the login process. Each use case will be represented with one process model. Process models are
fully presented in D2.1.
Exhibit 103 – SMARTSPACES System functionality explained by Process model

5.2 Replication templates
This section presents the templates used to establish above documentation. These templates can
also be used to replicate the SMARTSPACES Framework. This document will only present the
templates used for the work in WP3 since other templates and full content has been already
presented in D1.2 and D2.1.
A complete ‘Guide for replication’ will be created towards the end of the project as part of
deliverable D8.4.

5.2.1

First Iteration Deployment Diagram

To achieve the objective of Service specifications it is necessary to know the system which will be
physically used. The system representation is split in four parts: Applications, Data and servers,
connectivity and data collecting. It is necessary to know which devices will be used and what
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communication protocols will be used for each device. To complete this goal, you will require good
documentation of each device.

Diagram
You can select one of the six diagrams templates that you have in the file "Deployment
Diagram_Templet.doc". There are six different generic templates we think that can cover all pilot
site cases.
The graphical representations are available as a PPP-format in which not applicable elements can be
deleted and the remaining arranged following the logic of the desired system.

Six possible Deployment configurations
Select the template closest to your case and start from there. Fill the template with your devices,
protocols and communications. You can also modify the structure if it is necessary or create a new
structure.

a)

c)

d)
b)
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e)

f)

Device description
You just need describe the levels:
1. Data collecting
a) Meters description:
Description of all meters that you will use in your pilot site to collect the data.
b) Gateways and converters
Description of all gateways and converters that you will use in your pilot site.
2. Connectivity: Describe all types of the connection that you have in your system. It is referred to
how the devices connect with the data server.
3. Servers: Describe the servers that you will use in your smart spaces system.
Note: If your pilot site doesn’t use some parts of these you can leave it in blank

5.2.2

Conceptual architecture

The graphical representations are available as a PPP-format in which not applicable elements can be
deleted and the remaining arranged following the logic of the desired system.
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Diagram View
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Presentation Layer
Diagram View

Modules Description
Presentation Layer
Module name

Description

UI Admin
UI Energy
UI EnerCoach
UI Invoice

Components Description

Presentation Layer
UI Admin

UI Energy
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UI EnerCoach

UI Invoice

Service Layer
Diagram View

Modules Description
SERVICE LAYER
Module name

Description

Data Export
CMMS
Display
Mobile Apps
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Components Description
SERVICE LAYER
Data Export

CMMS

Display

Mobile Apps

Business Layer
Diagram View

Modules Description

BUSINESS LAYER
Module name

Description

CMMS
Device
Admin
MDMS
Data Analysis
Notification
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Alarm
Invoice
Scheduling

Components Description

BUSINESS LAYER
CMMS
Works Order
Energy Coach
Admin
Invoice Administration
Device Administration
User Administration
Meteo
Administration
Elements Administration
Scheduling
Device
Device Setting
Device Control
MDMS
Meteo Data Mapping
Device Data Mapping
Data Validation
Data Estimation
Data Editing
Notification
SMS
Email
Internal Message
Alarm
Alarm Agents
Invoice
Invoice Analysis
Cost Accounting
Cost - Energy Consumption
Scheduling
Scheduling System
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Data Layer
Diagram View

Modules Description
Data Layer
Module name

Description

Data Access
Data Adapter
Service Agent
Data Helper

Components Description

DATA LAYER
Data Access

Data Adapter

Service Agent
Device Setting
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Device Control
Data Helper
Meteo Data Mapping
Device Data Mapping

Cross Cutting
Diagram View

Modules Description
Cross Cutting
Module name

Description

Security
Operational
Management
Communication

Components Description

Cross Cutting
Security

Operational Management

Communication
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5.2.3

UI Screen shots or mock-ups

See in the follow table, the components that were suggested in the first iteration.

The mock-up images represent the components described in the presentation layer diagram,
following the rules behind:
 Follow the Presentation layer components diagram defined in the D3.1
 Add a mock-up Image for most important component that described your application in the
D3.1 (it’s not necessary all component, just 5 o 6 images)
 Add a description of each mock-up
You can see and follow the example below to develop your pilot site's case:

Lleida Pilot Site (example)

UI Administration
Device and User Administration

Description
In this page is where the users can administer or create new buildings, users,
municipalities and also control the devices, reports and documents that will receive
each application user.
Devices and Elements Administration
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<screenshot>
<description>

Template

UI <title>
<function>
<screenshot>
<description>
Add as many tables as you require.

5.2.4 Second Iteration Deployment
The main scope of this document is to provide a guide to fill the UML deployment diagram. The
document contains:


Brief introduction about UML deployment diagram



Power Point shapes to use in the template



Template

UML deployment diagram
This chapter focuses on component and deployment diagrams, which depict the implementation
and environment of a system, respectively. First are introduced component and deployment
diagrams and how they are used. Next, discussed components and nodes, which are elements
depicted on those diagrams. Finally, is discussed the relationships relating to components and
nodes.
Component modelling is a specialized type of structural modelling concerned with modelling the
implementation of a system. Using the UML, enable the document to communicate the
implementation of a system using component diagrams. Deployment diagram id used to determine
the elements of the system on which implementation activities will focus. Deployment modelling
typically starts after the design of the system is fairly complete, as determined by your system
development process.

Nodes
A node is a resource that is available during execution time. Traditionally, nodes refer to hardware
like computers computer, printer, server, Internet, or any other kind of resource available to
components but in the UML a node may be an entire system.
Three-dimensional boxes represent nodes. Physical nodes should be labelled with the stereotype
<<device>>, to indicate that it’s a physical device such as a computer or switch.
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In SMARTSPACES the nodes are used to define:


Hardware items: <<Device>>, <<Gateway Device>>



Entire Software System: <<System>>

In SMARTSPACE the adopted style of modelling is depicted using:


Stereotype: “<<xxx>>”, It could be defined like the type of node. <<Device>> is referred to
hardware devices, A number of standard stereotypes are provided for nodes.



Name: “AppServer”, is the name of the node



Node characteristics: “{aaa:xxx, bbb:xxx, …}”, used to define characteristics of the node

A node can contain other nodes.

The figure above represents the Relation Data Baser Management System is in the AppServer
Device.

Component
Component is a part of the system that exists when the system is executing.
A component exists during execution time and requires a resource on which to execute component
is shown as a rectangle with two small rectangles protruding from its side. The rectangle is labelled
with the name of the component class.

Above figure, as for the nodes, defines the main important software component needed and a
stereotype to identify the kind of component.

Associations
In the context of a deployment diagram, an association represents a communication path between
nodes, showing network protocols between the elements of the diagram. In the model are used 2
type of association:


Association between components:



Association between nodes:

The association can be marked with a stereotype of the connection that express the
communication protocol used.
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Template
In SMARTSPACE to prevent the use of specifics and too technical tools to define the UML diagram
is given a set of shapes to use in PowerPoint software.

Node

Stereotype
<<Gateway Device>>

Component

The graphical representations are available as a PPP-format in which not applicable elements can be
deleted and the remaining arranged following the logic of the desired system.
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5.2.5

UML Package Diagram

Introduction
•

Design the SmartSpaces UML package diagram

•

Organise in a standard language the functionality defined in the conceptual diagram of the
first iteration

•

Define relation between the packages

Package and Relations characteristics
•

•

Package:
–

Can contain other packages

–

Has a descriptive name

–

Is related to other packages

Relation:
–

Define the usages between packages

First Iteration to Second Iteration

Template
The graphical representations are available as a PPP-format in which not applicable elements can be
deleted and the remaining arranged following the logic of the desired system.
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